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Introduction 
 

Enclosed in this document is the full Thompson Falls Recreation Economy Infrastructure Plan 
(Plan), produced in part by funds from USDA Rural Development – Rural Business 
Development Grant. The Plan is a defined effort to create Thompson Falls as a desirable 
destination along Highway 200, as visitors travel between national parks and other amenities in 
western Montana, to support a meaningful economic vision for the community.  

Thompson Falls is a small town of 1,231 residents in Sanders County, situated along the Clark 
Fork River and surrounded by the Lolo National Forest. Historically, timber was Thompson Falls’ 
dominant industry, but the industry has since waned and has contributed to an overall economic 
decline. Currently, Thompson Falls is within a federally designated opportunity zone and is in 
need for economic and community revitalization. Fortunately, the hydroelectric dams 
significantly contribute to the local tax revenues, as well as create reservoirs that provide 
opportunities in the tourism industry. 

In 2020, the community of Thompson Falls engaged in the US EPA’s Recreation Economy for 
Rural Communities (RERC) Program. The RERC process created an Action Plan that 
developed community-based priorities for its economic vision. The Thompson Falls Recreation 
Economy Infrastructure Plan incorporates additional planning and next steps that came from the 
RERC planning process, including an Online Interactive Recreation Map, Mule Pasture 
Recreation Plan, proposed Wayfinding Plan, Downtown Park Development Plan, and a 
Community Coordination Plan. Below is a brief summary of each: 

• Online Interactive Recreation Map—The online map serves as a comprehensive 
resource that showcases trails, water access points, and other recreation sites within 
Sanders County. By highlighting the amenities, the map will support and drive economic 
development through outdoor recreation.  
 

• Mule Pasture Recreation Plan—The Mule Pasture is a US Forest Service (USFS) 
property north of Thompson Falls that is open to the public for recreation. It includes a 
maintained trail system and is within walking distance of the elementary and junior high 
schools. Initiated by the USFS, the Mule Pasture Recreation Plan enhances recreational 
opportunities at the Mule Pasture, guided by community interest. 
 

• Wayfinding Plan—The Wayfinding Plan serves as a blueprint for the creation and 
installation of signs in Thompson Falls. It summarizes new sign designs and guides 
future development and implementation.  
 

• Downtown Park Development Plan—The Downtown Park Development Plan updates 
the inventory and assessment of the City of Thompson Falls’ parks, as well as highlights 
the needed updates, maintenance, and vision from the community.  
 

• Community Coordination Plan—The Community Coordination Plan highlights current 
and future community engagement processes, partners, and opportunities to enhance 



participation on the projects within the Thompson Falls Recreation Economy 
Infrastructure Plan. 

The Thompson Falls Recreation Economy Infrastructure Plan offers specific guidance on the 
opportunities identified in each sub-plan to develop recreation infrastructure, deliver promotional 
activities, and activate community stewardship that directly contributes to the Thompson Falls 
service-based economy-recreation tourism. Through the Plan process, between 2022 and 2023, 
businesses within the city limits and surrounding Thompson Falls experienced benefits. There 
were 12 jobs created, which includes the Recreation and Outreach Coordinator position with 
Kaniksu Land Trust, 12 jobs sustained, and we anticipate seeing economic growth increase 
exponentially as the Plan is fully implemented over the next five years.  

The Thompson Falls Recreation Economy Infrastructure Plan provides a blueprint for increased 
recreation tourism amenities and promotion, being a catalyst for many years of increased 
recreation tourism for the Thompson Falls community and surrounding area. 
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Summary
The Online Interactive Recreation Map project in Thompson Falls, Montana was a
collaborative effort between Kaniksu Land Trust (KLT) and Sanders County Community
Development (SCCD). Led by KLT's Recreation and Outreach Coordinator Kayla
Mosher, the project aimed to drive economic development through outdoor recreation.
SCCD's executive director, Ray Brown, worked closely with Mosher to ensure the
successful implementation of the map. Joel Wilson, a consultant with JHW
Development LLC, assisted in designing the online map. Wilson's expertise helped
ensure the functionality and user experience of the map. Local community recreation
partners were also critical to the creation of this map, providing valuable insight into
the priority sites to include on the resource.

This initiative was born out of the Recreation Economy for Rural Communities (RERC)
workshop which brought together community members, local authorities, and various
organizations including the EPA, USFS, USDA, and DNRC to discuss building
Thompson Falls and Sanders County's economy through recreation. Working together,
they identified the need for an online map that would serve as a comprehensive
resource, showcasing trails, water access points, and other recreation sites in Sanders
County. With the assistance of consultant Joel Wilson, the map was designed to be
user-friendly and provide valuable information such as special access directions,
elevation gains, allowed uses, and site contact information. Funding from the USDA
Rural Development Business Grant and a match from local partners supported the
development of the map.

The Online Interactive Recreation Map encompasses several key goals.

1. Stimulate economic development in Sanders County by promoting outdoor
recreation opportunities. By attracting visitors to the area and encouraging them
to extend their stays, the map intends to boost the local economy.

2. The map serves as a comprehensive resource, offering a centralized platform
where both residents and visitors can access information on diverse recreation
sites such as trails, water access points, campgrounds, and more. It aims to be a
single platform where residents and visitors can easily find spots for activities
and obtain detailed information such as special access directions, trail elevation
gains, and site contact information.

3. Improve the visitor experience by enabling individuals to engage in multiple
types of recreation while in the area. It aims to help people discover and explore
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the diverse recreational opportunities available in Sanders County, enhancing
their overall satisfaction during their visit.

4. Prioritizing user-friendliness, the map provides easy navigation and a seamless
experience for its users. The development process took user feedback into
consideration, to ensure that the map is accessible and convenient for both
residents and visitors.

The creation of the online recreation map involved extensive consultation with
community partners to determine the content and areas to be featured. Various
stakeholders were engaged in the process including Zach Whipple-Kilmer with
Limberlost Brewery and Eastern Sanders Collaborative, Juli Thurston with Friends of
Scotchmans Peak, and members of the Thompson Falls Community Trails committee.
Through collaborative efforts, a comprehensive list of desired locations was compiled,
encompassing a range of attractions and facilities. This included city parks, county
parks, boat ramps, fishing access sites, the local pool, schools, U.S. Forest Service trails,
Thompson Falls community trails, museums, fire lookouts, campgrounds, and state
land. To organize the collected information effectively, it was compiled into a
spreadsheet. Priority areas were identified and highlighted, ensuring that key points of
interest and recreational resources would receive adequate visibility on the map. The
community's input and feedback played a crucial role in shaping the content and focus
of the map, ultimately reflecting the diverse and significant recreational offerings of
Thompson Falls and its surrounding areas. This spreadsheet is included at the end of
this report as Appendix 1.

For each recreation site, there are also various key details included. These details
encompassed a wide range of information for a comprehensive user experience.
Important elements incorporated for each site were a description, access directions,
distance, elevation gain, highest elevation, trail features, season availability, trail
surface conditions, vehicle access to trailheads, any associated fees, restrictions, or
additional notes, contact information, and links to more detailed resources.
Additionally, for trails, the inclusion of GIS or GeoJSON information enabled the
overlay of trail routes on the map, providing users with a visual representation of the
trail paths. To further enhance the usability of the map, the type of use for each
recreation site was specified, including categories such as scenic drive, hiking, walking,
biking, horseback riding, motorized activities, pet-friendly areas, fishing access, boat
ramps, camping facilities, picnic areas, skiing opportunities, play structures, parking
availability, restrooms, and wildlife/birding areas. These different types of uses can be
filtered on the map, allowing users to easily locate and identify areas that align with
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their desired recreational activities. By incorporating such comprehensive and
customizable information, the map provides a valuable tool for users to find and enjoy
their preferred recreational experiences.
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Map
Initially named the Thompson Falls Trails Map, the online map was first hosted on the Sanders
County Community Development (SCCD) website,
sanderscountycommunitydevelopment.com. However, due to SCCD's shift in focus away from
recreation and tourism to primarily business services, they decided the map should no longer
remain on their site. To find a suitable new home for the map, various local websites were
examined to identify the appropriate location.

In collaboration with SCCD and the Thompson Falls Chamber of Commerce, a decision was
made to create a new website using an existing domain name, tour200.com. Previously,
Tour200 was a tourism committee under SCCD, but it was disbanded as a result of their change
in focus. Nevertheless, SCCD retained ownership of the domain name, and the Chamber of
Commerce agreed to take it over and revive the tourism committee under their management.

The Online Interactive Recreation Map is now available at the URL tour200.com/map. The new
name Sanders County Recreation Map is more aligned with the information that is offered on
the resource. The map and website will continue to be updated by Kayla Mosher and the
Thompson Falls Chamber of Commerce. Currently, 35 recreation sites are shown on the map,
and more are planned to be added. It is intended to be an evolving resource for the area.
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Backup Files
A backup copy of the information included on the Online Interactive Recreation Map at
tour200.com/map can be found in two online locations as well as on Kayla Mosher’s desktop
computer, and attached as appendices below. One location is Kaniksu Land Trust’s shared
Google Drive in the folder “Montana Project,” then the folder “Online Recreation Map.” The
other online location is Thompson Falls Chamber of Commerce’s shared Google Drive in the
folder “Website,” then “Tour200.com.” All members of the respective organizations have
access to these shared folders, should someone else need to take on updating the website and
map. The appendices attached are as follows:

Appendices
1. Sanders County Recreation Site List

A list of sites throughout Sanders County, compiled with community partners and
priority sites highlighted.

2. Recreation Markers Info
List of recreation sites included on map, with all information included on the website.

3. Recreation Marker Photos
Photo(s) of each recreation site and additional map markers used.

4. Update Documentation
Documentation from website consultant with instructions on how to update the map
and website.
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Introduction
The Mule Pasture Recreation Plan aims to enhance recreational opportunities at the
Mule Pasture in Thompson Falls, MT. The Mule Pasture is a United States Forest Service
(USFS) property north of Thompson Falls that is open to the public for recreation and
includes a maintained trail system. This site is on North Columbia Street in close
proximity to Thompson Falls and walking distance to the elementary and junior high
campuses.

This project was initiated by the USFS with the goal of providing additional recreational
amenities and improvements in the area. The Thompson Falls Community Trails (TFCT),
a committee focused on trail development in Thompson Falls, has also been actively
involved in brainstorming potential upgrades for recreation in the Mule Pasture.
Recognizing the potential of this area, the USFS sought to collaborate with relevant
stakeholders to develop a comprehensive plan.

Various ideas for recreation development were considered on the property. The
potential for creating additional trails connecting the Mule Pasture to Thompson Falls
High School were discussed. However, the USFS wished to focus new recreation
opportunities on the west side of the Mule Pasture. The entire property is 300 acres,
virtually split in half by North Columbia Street. The current trail system at the Mule
Pasture is located solely on the eastern 150 acres. The western half has been virtually
unused over the past decade or more, and was at one time a ponderosa pine seed
orchard for the USFS for tree planting efforts. The USFS would now like this portion of
the property to be available for public recreation, to fit the community’s needs. For this
reason, recreation development planning was focused on the western Mule Pasture,
now nicknamed “The Orchard” due to its past use.

The Mule Pasture Recreation Plan aims to achieve the following goals:

1. Identify potential recreation improvements in the Mule Pasture.
2. Coordinate efforts with the USFS to ensure alignment with their objectives.
3. Collaborate with TFCT to incorporate their ideas and suggestions.
4. Engage with the community to gather feedback and ensure their needs are

considered.
5. Reach out to neighboring landowners to address any concerns and promote

collaboration.
6. Determine the ideal developments for the Orchard.
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Coordination with USFS
The Mule Pasture Recreation Plan relied heavily on coordination with the United States
Forest Service (USFS). They are responsible for overseeing the project and making
decisions on development options. Kaniksu Land Trust (KLT) was pivotal in creating
collaboration between organizations and maintaining momentum in the project.
Sanders County Community Development (SCCD) also played a crucial role throughout
the coordination process. SCCD, along with other stakeholders, gathered community
input, conducted surveys, and helped make decisions regarding potential
development of the Orchard.

Multiple discussions were held on the various development options for the Orchard
property. These options included USFS developing recreation opportunities in-house
and maintaining ownership, selling the land to the County or City, or offering a special
use permit to another organization for development. Before a decision would be made
on whether a special use permit or participating agreement would be necessary, it was
first important to collect community input on the desired development of the site.

To gather community input effectively, a survey was created in coordination with USFS,
KLT, and SCCD. The survey included options for recreation development and provided
space for participants to include additional ideas and comments. Project ASCENT also
assisted with creating a survey geared towards upper-level students to gather input
from children and teens in the community. The student survey had similar information
as the general public survey. Details about both surveys can be found below.

The information gathered from both surveys was summarized and presented to the
USFS for analysis. Based on the survey results, the USFS opted to prioritize the top five
desired activities and develop a multi-use space at the Orchard. The identified
activities included hiking trails, biking trails, a picnic pavilion, outdoor education
opportunities, and cross country skiing. The USFS emphasized safety and maintaining
the natural components and feel of the Orchard as top priorities. The development of
additional activities was not ruled out, as long as they align with the safety measures
and fit thoughtfully within the space without negatively impacting wildlife or
neighboring individuals. Other amenities such as parking, restrooms, and signage are
also likely to be included in development.

The next step in the coordination process is to create a master design for the Orchard
site. To accomplish this, the project team intends to seek grants to fund the
engagement of design professionals. The involvement of additional stakeholders is
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also proposed, potentially forming a collaborative group such as "Friends of the
Orchard." This group could consist of sub-committees focused on specific aspects such
as biking, trails, outdoor education, and general maintenance. Potential additional
project partners include Project ASCENT, MSU Extension, TFCT, the Elks Club, and the
Eastern Sanders Collaborative.

Once the master design is complete and the collaborative group is established, the
USFS plans to proceed with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process. This
involves discussing construction and implementation strategies while ensuring
environmental compliance. This will also be the stage at which the USFS will decide on
the process and ownership of recreation amenities at the Orchard. At this point they
could still move forward with the site remaining completely under USFS control, or they
may wish to have another organization receive a special use permit for implementing
and maintaining recreation opportunities on the USFS land.
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Community Engagement
To ensure community input, several engagement tasks were undertaken as part of the
Mule Pasture Recreation Plan.

Community Survey
A survey of the broader community was conducted to involve residents and gather
their feedback on the desired recreational enhancements in the Mule Pasture. The
survey results provide valuable insights for the planning process. The survey was
available online via engagemissionwest.com, with SCCD’s assistance. The link to the
survey was sent through emails and newsletters. Fliers with survey information, QR
code, URL, and contact information were also hung at various high-traffic locations
throughout Thompson Falls. Paper versions of the survey were also available at the
Thompson Falls Senior Center and Public Library for those unable to access the
internet. For further assistance, Ray Brown (SCCD) and Kayla Mosher (KLT) took
additional comments over the phone and through email.

Efforts were also made to engage with neighboring landowners to address any
concerns, gather their input, and foster collaboration in the development of the Mule
Pasture Recreation Plan. This was done through the online survey, with a place for
indicating the individual’s address. These collected addresses were used for the
purpose of documenting which adjacent landowners were contacted, and the USFS
took special consideration in the responses from those closest to the location. Ray
Brown, with SCCD, also assisted with this outreach by calling, mailing surveys, or
delivering surveys to the nearby properties. Special fliers were created for these
neighbors to draw their attention.

A total of 169 people responded to the survey overall. Their top priorities for recreation
development were:

1. Hiking trails
2. Biking trails
3. Cross country skiing trails
4. Covered pavilions
5. Outdoor learning facilities

The top concerns from the survey responses were:
● Impacts to wildlife in the area
● Keeping the area as natural as possible
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● Maintenance should be planned and prioritized
● Impacts to nearby neighbors
● Keeping the existing trails on the Mule Pasture as they are

The survey fliers and results can be seen in Appendices 1, 2, and 3 below.

Student Survey
A survey was conducted among students at Thompson Falls Junior High and
Thompson Falls High School to gather their opinions and preferences regarding
recreational amenities and improvements at the Mule Pasture. Ray Brown of Sanders
County Community Development and Rob Christensen of Project ASCENT assisted
with the surveying. Students were asked to participate within classrooms on a Miro
survey, assisted by Ray, Rob, or their corresponding teacher. Fliers with QR codes to
the online Miro survey were also posted around the schools to gather input from
students who missed participating.

A total of 168 students participated in the survey as a whole. The most popular
potential improvements were:

1. Bike trails
2. Playground
3. Hiking trails
4. Outdoor learning facilities
5. Disc golf course

The results from the student survey can be seen in Appendix 4 below.
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Next Steps
As stated previously, the next two steps for moving this project forward are creating a
master site design and a collaborative volunteer group. Progress has already been
made on both of these tasks.

To secure funding for a master site design, Kaniksu Land Trust took initiative by
applying for a grant from the Citizens Institute for Rural Design (CIRD). This unique
grant program brings together professionals in landscape architecture, site design, and
project planning to assist rural communities in planning projects like the Orchard. The
Heart of the Rockies Initiative, SCCD, and USFS indicated their support for the grant
application by submitting letters of support, highlighting their dedication to the
project. The application was submitted in April 2023, and in June 2023, the Orchard
project in Thompson Falls was selected as one of eight local design workshops in the
United States. This workshop will culminate in the creation of a final design book, which
will encompass project designs, planning recommendations, and an implementation
plan. Materials for this grant application and award can be seen in Appendix 5 below.

Kaniksu Land Trust (KLT) also took the initiative to establish the collaborative group of
stakeholders and volunteers for the Orchard project. Kayla Mosher, KLT's Recreation
and Outreach Coordinator, actively engaged potential partnering organizations by
personally reaching out and inviting them to participate in the group. Additionally, a
public call was made to the community, inviting interested individuals to volunteer their
time and skills. As of now, the group has garnered the support of six individuals and six
organizations who are committed to contributing their expertise in outdoor education,
bike trail construction, forest and trail maintenance, and fostering the outdoor culture
of Thompson Falls. The formation of this dedicated group is seen as a crucial factor in
ensuring the success of the Orchard project. This group will be engaged during the
CIRD planning and design program, will help with reaching out to the broader
community, and will help in the next steps of implementation.
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Implementation

Timeline
Below is an estimated timeline of necessary tasks to plan and implement this project.
While each task is assigned an approximate duration for completion, it is important to
note that actual timelines may vary. Factors such as complexity and unforeseen
circumstances could influence the time required for each task. Additionally, there is a
possibility of additional tasks emerging during the course of the project. To optimize
efficiency, certain tasks may be executed concurrently to expedite the overall process
wherever feasible.

Planning & Design 6-12 months

Plan site layout, needed amenities, content for signs. Design
trails, built structures, parking areas, signs, placement of
landscaping

Permitting & Regulatory Compliance 12-48 months

NEPA - Environmental Assessment and Environmental
Impact Statement

Construction 6 months

Trails, parking areas, concrete for structures, removal of trees

Installation 3 months

Structures, amenities, signs

Landscaping 1 month

Planting trees or other elements, beautification of areas

Project Completion 1 month

Press release and grand opening of property
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Cost Estimates
The cost estimates below for implementing development at the Orchard are subject to
significant variation. The type and extent of amenities selected play a crucial role in
determining the overall costs. Notably, utilizing the in-house workforce of the U.S.
Forest Service (USFS) for construction and installation has the potential to substantially
reduce costs. It is essential to consider that material expenses and labor costs fluctuate
consistently, which may affect the overall project budget. Additionally, the time
required to complete the project will also impact necessary labor costs. Hence, a
comprehensive assessment of costs will best be determined following the planning and
design phase. These estimates likely represent the lower range of possibilities.

Planning & Design $80-450 per hour

Landscape architect $20-200 per hour

Architect $60-250 per hour

Infrastructure $13,000-60,000+

Walking and biking trails $5,000-50,000 per mile

Parking $8,000-10,000

Amenities $30,000-80,000+

Restrooms $10,000-30,000 each

Picnic pavilion $20,000-50,000 each

Landscaping $300-2,300+

Site prep $200-2,000

Trees $50-200 each

Labor $50-100 per hour

Signage $2,000-10,000+

Park entrance $1,000-5,000

Interpretive signs $1,000-5,000 each

Total $45,380-152,750+
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Funding Resources

Source Description Amount Timeline Link

Citizens Institute
for Rural Design

Support from design,
planning, and
placemaking
professionals to
develop solutions to a
design challenge.

$6000 stipend
+ design book
deliverable

Every 2 years in
spring
(2023, 2025…)

rural-design.org/h
ow-to-apply

Sanders County
Resource Advisory
Committee -
USFS

Federal funding
allocated to counties
for improvement
projects on USFS land.

Variable Every 1-2 years
in fall
(2022)

https://www.fs.us
da.gov/detail/lolo
/workingtogether/
advisorycommitte
es/?cid=fseprd89
8802

Recreational Trails
Program - FWP

Federal funding for
maintaining or
constructing trails in
Montana.

$100,000
(20% match)

Annual in fall https://fwp.mt.go
v/aboutfwp/grant-
programs/recreati
onal-trails

Trail Stewardship
Program - FWP

State funding for
maintaining or
constructing trails in
Montana.

$75,000
(10% match)

Annual in fall https://fwp.mt.go
v/aboutfwp/grant-
programs/trail-ste
wardship

Land Water
Conservation
Fund - NPS/FWP

Federally, creates new
national parks. Through
state, funds outdoor
recreation projects.

$25,000-?
(50% match)

Annual in fall https://fwp.mt.go
v/aboutfwp/grant-
programs/land-an
d-water-conservati
on-fund

Tourism Grant
Program - MT
Dept Commerce

Funds recreation
projects that potentially
increase out-of-area
visitation, expenditures
in a community, or
overnight stays.

$20,000+
(50% match)

Annual in fall https://brand.mt.
gov/Programs/Off
ice-Of-Tourism/To
urism-Grant-Progr
am

Quadratec Cares
Energize the
Environment
Grant

Funds trail building or
restoration, or park
beautification.

$3,500 Biannual -
spring and fall

https://www.quad
ratec.com/page/q
uadratec-cares-gr
ant-program
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Appendix 4 - Student Survey Results
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Introduction

Project Background & Oversight
This Draft Plan is a project of the Thompson Falls Recreation Economy Infrastructure Plan funded by a 2021 USDA Rural Business
Development Grant (RBDG) award to Sanders County. Kaniksu Land Trust administered the grant and managed the projects,
including this Draft Wayfinding Plan.

The USDA RBDG grant was applied for and received after the Recreation Economy for Rural Communities (RERC) workshop
concluded in Thompson Falls in 2020. The RERC workshop created a Community Action Plan for Thompson Falls with a focus on
projects that will expand a recreation economy, such as wayfinding signs. Wayfinding was also identified as important information
needed for residents and visitors alike within the Downtown Master Plan. This Master Plan was created by the Downtown Committee,
which then became the Thompson Falls Main Street Association. This Association is affiliated with the Montana Main Street Program
and focuses on revitalization efforts along Main Street and throughout the community.

The partners that were critical to this project are:
City of Thompson Falls
Heart of the Rockies Initiative
Limberlost Brewing Company
Thompson Falls Chamber of Commerce
Thompson Falls Community Trails
Thompson Falls Main Street Association
Thompson Falls Public Library
Sanders County
Sanders County Community Development
Sanders County MSU Extension
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Project Description & Goal
Wayfinding signs offer guidance regarding directions, notable landmarks, and points of interest, facilitating smooth navigation towards
desired destinations. This aids in minimizing confusion, errors, and accidents, ultimately enhancing the overall user experience and
ensuring a safer environment for all. Implementing a community wayfinding plan not only draws attention to our local businesses and
recreational assets, giving them the recognition they deserve, but also fosters a sense of community and pride by showcasing
distinctive landmarks and attractions.

The Wayfinding Plan serves as a blueprint for the creation and installation of signs in Thompson Falls. It summarizes the objective of
the new sign designs and aligns with the ongoing branding strategies in the area. Similar to an actual sign, this plan serves as a
guiding document that channels the collective efforts of various recent initiatives.

The Draft Wayfinding Plan provides a summary of the public and partner feedback that influenced the suggestions for sign design
and placement. It includes specifications for the development and construction of new signs, prioritized locations for their installation,
and estimated costs associated with sign projects. Preliminary mapping was completed to identify possible locations for different
types of signs and their content. For the implementation of the plan, estimated costs are provided for construction.

Effective wayfinding and signage direct the enthusiasm of both locals and visitors, fostering a sense of community that brings
advantages through increased exposure to businesses, recreation areas, economic growth opportunities, alternative modes of
transportation, and aesthetic benefits.

How to Use This Plan
This Plan will serve as the basis for further wayfinding planning in Thompson Falls. Coordination with transportation or engineer
professionals can take the designs and information outlined in this document to provide additional logistics of sign implementation.
The community engagement groundwork completed in this Plan should guide any future efforts in wayfinding.

This document should also be an evolving resource with updates in the following years. Community stakeholders will need to revisit
the list of destinations and prioritize needed signs for proper navigation of residents and visitors. Sign designs were also created with
the intention to allow for changing content as the community changes.
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Public Outreach & Methodology
The Draft Wayfinding Plan utilized a series of engaging and creative planning phases known as the Assess, Explore, and Apply
Framework:

Assess
The Assess phase examined the recent City of Thompson Falls branding, the efforts of Thompson Falls Main Street Association, and
existing community plans. Momentum was built on these previous efforts. New design concepts were kept to the City brand created
in the community’s culture and identity.

Kickoff meetings were held with community partners such as the Chamber of Commerce, Main Street Association, City Council, and
Thompson Falls Community Trails. Wayfinding approaches were also examined in existing plans within Thompson Falls such as:

● Downtown Master Plan (2015)
● Branding Project (2018)
● Marketing Plan (2018)
● Recreation Economy Community Action Plan (2020)

Explore
During the Explore phase, the primary objective was to gain insight into the priorities of Thompson Falls and determine the
destinations that hold the greatest significance for the community. Through active involvement of partners and the public, various
destinations, recreational spots, and community amenities were identified and compiled. These locations were then classified,
documented, and served as the groundwork for the next stages of plan development.

A series of public meetings were held to gather community input, along with an online input option. An inventory was gathered of key
destinations, points of interest, and public spaces. Worksheets were used to categorize the amenities, then placed onto a digital map
of the area. The map was also used to point to existing and potential sign locations.

Apply
Design concepts were created for the wayfinding signs to incorporate the preferences and themes identified during public meetings,
while also ensuring integration with the existing community identity. Cost estimates were prepared for the production and installation
of the signs, and funding sources for implementation were also included.
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Design
All signs will use the Thompson Falls logo and adhere to the Thompson Falls branding design standards. These graphics were
provided by the Thompson Falls Main Street Association.

Thompson Falls Logo
The Thompson Falls logo will be presented consistently as
shown.

Color Palette
Signs will use only highly contrasting colors: Forest Green,
Earth, and White.

Font
All signs will use the logo typefaces:
Rocking Bones and Nexa Rust Sans.
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Sign Type

Small Roadway Directional
The signs will be affixed to existing sign posts, street light poles, or newly installed DOT standard poles, positioned slightly above the
pedestrian zone. There are two variations of Small Roadway Directional: one with words and directional arrows, and one with a larger
graphic symbol placed above its description and directional arrow. Refer to the Sign Schedule for information regarding which signs
will be Small Roadway Directional signs, and which type to use. These design standards are designed to be replicated at various
locations throughout town.
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Large Roadway Directional
The Large Roadway Directional signs are the standard MDT wayfinding size with a custom cap and may incorporate distance
information to destinations. Refer to the Sign Schedule for information regarding which signs will be Large Roadway Directional
signs, along with a list of potential signs. These design standards are designed to be replicated at various locations throughout town.
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Park-like Sign
Signs will be located out of the right of way and at park-like opportunities throughout town. Other considerations for designs include
wood and metal signs similar to those recently placed at the High Bridge south entrance and Ainsworth Park.
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Information Kiosk
The signs will be strategically positioned in prominent areas that are easily visible to pedestrians, and may also take advantage of
vehicular visibility. The interpretive component, along with the information about events and activities on the reverse side, will be
changed or refreshed as required by the community. Five optional locations for the Information Kiosk are proposed in the Sign
Schedule.
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Sign Design Family
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Amenity Map
General location map on the Information Kiosk.
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Sign Locations
Signs will be placed at strategic locations to direct traffic to important locations throughout Thompson Falls and off the main streets.
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Sign Schedule
The Sign Schedule below is a list of identified sign location possibilities with some alternative locations. Sign locations must be
approved by the Montana Department of Transportation if located within the street right-of-way or by the local presiding entity, as
indicated in the table. This is not intended to be an exhaustive list of signs or locations, this list is meant to aid in further planning of
sign logistics.

# Sign Type Direction Content Driving
Direction

Location Specifics Notes Photo

1 Roadway
Directional
(large)

(small with
text may also
be used)

→
→
→

Airport
Easy Street Auto
S&S Sports

Eastbound
Hwy 200

New post between
Hwy 200 & Airport
Rd near right turn
lane sign
MDT ROW

2 Roadway
Directional
(large)

(small with
text may also
be used)

←
←
←

Airport
Easy Street Auto
S&S Sports

Westbound
Hwy 200

New post N of Hwy
200 in front of Moore
Oil
MDT ROW

Could be double
sided with sign #1 at
#1 location
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2.a Roadway
Directional
(small, text)

↑
↱

↱

Airport
Howard Services
Easy Street Auto

Westbound
Airport Rd

New post S of Airport
Rd, W of Sunny Side
Ave
County ROW

Alternative to signs
#1 and #2

3 Roadway
Directional
(large)

→

→

Clark Fork
Professional
Building
Elks Lodge

Eastbound
Hwy 200

New post S of Hwy
200 before Salish
Shore Rd
MDT ROW

Businesses in CFPB
could be listed also

3.a Roadway
Directional
(large)

←

←

Clark Fork
Professional
Building
Elks Lodge

Westbound
Hwy 200

Existing Elks Lodge
pole on corner of
Hwy 200 & Salish
Shore Rd
MDT ROW

To be double sided
with sign #3 at this
location

4 Roadway
Directional
(large)

→
→
→
→
→

High School
Baseball Fields
Pool & Park
Dog Park
Community Center

Westbound
Hwy 200

Existing High School
pole on corner of
Hwy 200 & Golf St
MDT ROW

Icons may also be
useful
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5 Roadway
Directional
(large)

←
←
←
←
←

High School
Baseball Fields
Pool & Park
Dog Park
Community Center

Eastbound
Hwy 200

To be double sided
with sign #4

6 Roadway
Directional
(small, text)

(large may
also be
used)

←
←
←
←
→
→

High School
Pool & Park
Dog Park
Community Center
Babe Ruth Field
Senior Center

Northbound
Golf St

Existing light pole on
corner of Golf St and
Mt Silcox Dr
City ROW

7 Roadway
Directional
(large)

→
→

→

Mule Pasture
Thompson Falls
Schools K-8
Weber Gulch
Trailhead

Westbound
Hwy 200

Replace existing
Forest Service sign
S of Pine St N
USFS, MDT

Icons may also be
useful

8 Roadway
Directional
(large)

←
←

←

Mule Pasture
Thompson Falls
Schools K-8
Weber Gulch
Trailhead

Eastbound
Hwy 200

To be double sided
with sign #7
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9 Roadway
Directional
(large)

←
←

←

Mule Pasture
Thompson Falls
Schools K-8
Weber Gulch
Trailhead

Northbound
Pine St N

Replace existing
Forest Service sign
in junction of Pine St
N and Preston Ave
USFS, City

Icons and/or
distances may be
useful

10 Roadway
Directional
(large)

(small with
text may also
be used)

→
→

→

Mule Pasture
Thompson Falls
Schools K-8
Weber Gulch
Trailhead

Westbound
Preston Ave

Replace existing
Forest Service sign
S of Preston Ave at
Ferry St
USFS, City

Icons may also be
useful

11 Roadway
Directional
(large)

(small with
text may also
be used)

←
←

←

Mule Pasture
Thompson Falls
Schools K-8
Weber Gulch
Trailhead

Eastbound
Preston Ave

To be double sided
with sign #10
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12 Roadway
Directional
(large)

(small with
text may also
be used)

→
→

→

Mule Pasture
Thompson Falls
Schools K-8
Weber Gulch
Trailhead

Westbound
Preston Ave

Replace existing
Forest Service sign
S of Preston Ave at
Spruce St
USFS, City

Icons may also be
useful

13 Roadway
Directional
(large)

(small with
text may also
be used)

←
←

←

Mule Pasture
Thompson Falls
Schools K-8
Weber Gulch
Trailhead

Eastbound
Preston Ave

To be double sided
with sign #12

14 Roadway
Directional
(large)

→
→

→

←

Mule Pasture
Thompson Falls
Schools K-8
Weber Gulch
Trailhead
Harlow Bison Ranch

Northbound
Jefferson St N

Replace existing
Forest Service sign
in junction of
Jefferson St N and
Preston Ave
USFS, City

Icons and/or
distances may also
be useful

15 Roadway
Directional
(large)

→
→

→

→
←

Mule Pasture
Thompson Falls
Schools K-8
Weber Gulch
Trailhead
Harlow Bison Ranch
Island Park & High
Bridge

Westbound
Hwy 200

Replace existing
Forest Service sign
S of Jefferson St N
USFS, MDT

Icons important for
Island Park
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16 Roadway
Directional
(large)

←
←

←

←
→

Mule Pasture
Thompson Falls
Schools K-8
Weber Gulch
Trailhead
Harlow Bison Ranch
Island Park & High
Bridge

Eastbound
Hwy 200

To be double sided
with sign #15

17 Roadway
Directional
(small, icon
with text)

→ Island Park &
Historic High Bridge

Eastbound
Maiden Ln

Existing post on SW
corner of Gallatin St
and Maiden Ln
City ROW

Replace High Bridge
Sign

18 Roadway
Directional
(small, icon
with text)

← Island Park &
Historic High Bridge

Westbound
Maiden Ln

To be double sided
with sign #17

19 Roadway
Directional
(small, icon
with text)

← Ainsworth Park Westbound
Hwy 200

Existing light post N
of Hwy 200 at
Lincoln St
MDT ROW
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20 Roadway
Directional
(small, icon
with text)

→ Ainsworth Park Eastbound
Hwy 200

Existing light post S
of Hwy 200 before
Lincoln St
MDT ROW

21 Roadway
Directional
(small, icon
with text)

←
←

Power Park
Powerhouse Loop
Trail

Westbound
Hwy 200

Existing light post N
of Hwy 200 at Pond
St or new post
MDT ROW

New post could be
placed to E or W of
Ambulance entrance

22 Roadway
Directional
(small, icon
with text)

→
→

Power Park
Powerhouse Loop
Trail

Eastbound
Hwy 200

New post on SW
corner of Pond St
and Hwy 200
MDT ROW

Could be double
sided with sign #21 at
this location
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23 Roadway
Directional
(large)

↑
↑
→
→
→
→

Riverfront Motel
Rimrock Lodge
State Park
Birdland Bay RV
Golf Course
Bear Creek Resort

Westbound
Hwy 200

Replace existing
blue MDT sign N of
Hwy 200 near
Cornerstone Rd or
replace brown MDT
sign near Blueslide
Rd
MDT ROW

Icons for lodging,
camping, hiking,
fishing, swimming,
golf.

Alternatively, new
posts could be placed
after blue MDT sign,
before brown MDT
sign

24 Roadway
Directional
(large)

←
←
←
←

State Park
Birdland Bay RV
Golf Course
Bear Creek Resort

Eastbound
Hwy 200

Replace existing
small State Park sign
S of Hwy 200 near
Rimrock Ln
MDT ROW

Icons for lodging,
camping, hiking,
fishing, swimming,
golf.

New posts may be
needed for larger
sign. May be able to
keep existing sign
with addition of new
posts.

25 Roadway
Directional
(large)

←
←
←

Thompson Pass
Cherry Creek Rd
Wild Coyote
(icons)

Westbound
Hwy 200

Replace existing
Forest Service sign
on SW corner of Hwy
200 and Hwy 471
USFS, MDT

Icons for hiking,
camping, RV, food

26 Roadway
Directional
(large)

→
→
→

Thompson Pass
Cherry Creek Rd
Wild Coyote
(icons)

Eastbound
Hwy 200

To be double sided
with sign #25
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27 Roadway
Directional
(large)

←
←
←
←

State Park
Birdland Bay RV
Golf Course
Bear Creek Resort

Eastbound
Hwy 200

New posts S of Hwy
200 before large
State Park sign. Or
replace the large
sign.
MDT ROW

Icons for lodging,
camping, hiking,
fishing, swimming,
golf.

Could be placed E or
W of Kenney Dr

28 Roadway
Directional
(small, text)

→
←
←
←

State Park
Birdland Bay RV
Golf Course
Bear Creek Resort

Eastbound
Birdland Bay
Rd

New post on SW
corner of Birdland
Bay Rd and
Blueslide Rd
County, MDT

29 Roadway
Directional
(small, text
with
distances)

(large may
also be
used)

←
↑
↑
↑

↑

Highway 200
Birdland Bay RV
Golf Course
Sqalth-Kwum
Swimming Area
Bear Creek Resort

Northbound
Blueslide Rd

Replace existing
blue sign E of
Blueslide Rd, before
Birdland Bay Rd
County, MDT
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30 Roadway
Directional
(small, icon
with text)

← Golf Course Northbound
Blueslide Rd

Replace existing
blue golf icon sign E
of Blueslide Rd,
before Golf Course
Rd
County, MDT

31 Roadway
Directional
(small, icon
with text)

← Golf Course Westbound
Golf Course Rd

Replace existing
white golf icon sign N
of junction of
Blueslide Rd and
Golf Course Rd
County, MDT

32 Roadway
Directional
(small, icon
with text)

→ Golf Course Southbound
Blueslide Rd

New post W of
Blueslide Rd, N of
railroad crossing
County, MDT
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33 Roadway
Directional
(large)

←

→
→
→

Downtown
Thompson Falls
(icons)
Thompson Pass
Riverfront Motel
Rimrock Lodge

Southbound
Blueslide Rd

New posts W of
Blueslide Rd,
between driveway
and large Birdland
Bay sign
County, MDT

Icons for information,
food, hiking, parks

34 Roadway
Directional
(small, text)

→

←
←
←
←

Rose Garden Park &
Fort Thompson
Playground
Flower Shop
Laundromat
Kayaks
Ledger

Westbound
Hwy 200

Existing light post N
of Hwy 200 near
parking lot
MDT ROW

Icon for park if room

35 Roadway
Directional
(small, text)

←

→
→
→
→

Rose Garden Park &
Fort Thompson
Playground
Flower Shop
Laundromat
Kayaks
Ledger

Eastbound
Hwy 200

To be double sided
with sign #34

36 Roadway
Directional
(small, text)

←
←
←
←
←

Food
Library
Gift Shop
Main St Medical
City Hall

Westbound
Hwy 200

Existing light post N
of Hwy 200 before
Mill St
MDT ROW
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37 Roadway
Directional
(small, text)

→
→
→
→
→

Food
Library
Gift Shop
Main St Medical
City Hall

Eastbound
Hwy 200

New post S of Hwy
200 near corner of
Fulton St
MDT ROW

There are nearby light
poles, but would offer
limited visibility

38 Roadway
Directional
(small, text)

←
←
←

Limberlost Brewery
Rex Theater
County Elections

Westbound
Hwy 200

Existing light post N
of Hwy 200 at
Brewery lawn
MDT ROW

39 Roadway
Directional
(small, text)

→
→
→

Limberlost Brewery
Rex Theater
County Elections

Eastbound
Hwy 200

Existing light post S
of Hwy 200 near
building
MDT ROW

Alternatively, new
post could be placed
on SW corner of
Jefferson St and Main
St near Courthouse
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40 Roadway
Directional
(small, text)

←
←

↑

Cherry Creek Rd
Island Park &
Historic High Bridge
Thompson Pass

Southbound
Hwy 471

Existing Historic
Point post, placed
below brown sign.
MDT ROW

Alternatively, new
post placed before
Historic Point sign

41 Roadway
Directional
(small, text)

→
→

↑

Cherry Creek Rd
Island Park &
Historic High Bridge
Downtown
Thompson Falls

Northbound
Hwy 471

New post E of Hwy
471, before Cherry
Creek Rd and yellow
turn sign
MDT ROW
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42 Roadway
Directional
(small, icon
with text)

← Sqaylth-Kwum
Swimming Area

Northbound
Blueslide Rd

New post N of
Blueslide Rd, before
parking area

Alternatively, a Park
sign could be placed
near parking entrance
to face Blueslide Rd

43 Roadway
Directional
(small, icon
with text)

→ Sqaylth-Kwum
Swimming Area

Southbound
Blueslide Rd

New post near speed
limit sign S of
Blueslide Rd before
parking area

Could also be double
sided with sign #42
Roadway Directional
at that location
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P1 Park Sanders County
Search & Rescue

Golf St In front of S&R barn,
out of driveway
City, County

Facing Golf St

P2 Park Babe Ruth Baseball
Field

Mt Silcox Dr S side of Mt Silcox
Dr, E of entrance to
parking
City

Facing Mt Silcox Dr
or double sided for E
& W bound traffic
(eastbound traffic is
priority)

P3 Park ↑
→

Little League Field
Softball Field

Northbound
Golf St

New posts placed
near SE corner of
little league field
City, School

Facing SE toward
corner of Golf St and
Haley Ave
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P3.a Park ←
↑

Little League Field
Softball Field

Northbound
Golf S

Existing High School
poles on S end of
softball field
City, School

Alternative to sign
#P3. Facing SW
corner of Golf St and
Haley Ave

P4 Park City Pool & Park Golf St S of parking lot
entrance
City

Facing Golf St

P5 Park ↑
←

Mule Pasture
Weber Gulch
Trailhead

Northbound
Columbia St

Replace existing
Forest Service sign
N of Columbia St N
and W of entrance
USFS, City

Facing Columbia St
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P6 Park Thompson Falls
Schools K-8

Northbound
Ferry St and
Eastbound
Haley Ave

New posts on NW
corner of Haley Ave
and Ferry St
City, School

Facing corner

P7 Park Thompson Falls
Schools K-8

Northbound
Spruce St and
Westbound
Haley Ave

New posts on NE
corner of Haley Ave
and Ferry St
City, School

Facing corner

P8 Park Island Park &
Historic High Bridge

Southbound
Gallatin St

New posts E of
Gallatin St, N or S of
parking entrance
City
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P9 Park ← Old Jail Museum Westbound
Hwy 200

Replace existing Old
Jail Museum sign
MDT, City

P9.a Park → Old Jail Museum Eastbound
Hwy 200

To be double sided
with sign #P9

P10 Park ← Island Park &
Historic High Bridge

Westbound
Hwy 200

Replace existing
Falls Motel sign
MDT, City

(Falls Motel to be
demolished, contact
pharmacy for sign
coordination)

P10.a Park → Island Park &
Historic High Bridge

Eastbound
Hwy 200

To be double sided
with sign #P10

P11 Park Kayak Launch Maiden Ln New posts S of
Maiden Ln near
parking
City

Facing Maiden Ln
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K1 Kiosk Amenity Map Westbound and
Eastbound
Hwy 200

SW corner of Rose
Garden Park near
Main St and parking
lot
City

K2 Kiosk Amenity Map Westbound and
Eastbound
Hwy 200

Lawn in front of
Courthouse near
Main St
County, City

W or E side of
entrance
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K3 Kiosk Amenity Map Ainsworth Park Near existing kiosk
and dog waste
station

K4 Kiosk Amenity Map Westbound and
Eastbound
Hwy 200

On concrete pad
along Railway Park,
across from Brewery
City

Could face Hwy or
perpendicular

K5 Kiosk Amenity Map Westbound and
Eastbound
Hwy 200

On concrete pad
along Railway Park,
across from
Courthouse parking
City

Could face Hwy or
perpendicular
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Implementation

Cost Estimates
Cost estimates shown here were summarized from nearby sign fabrication companies and similar projects. These estimates should
be viewed as approximate ranges of cost. At the time of implementation, bids from companies should be submitted for more updated
and accurate pricing.

Sign Cost Sign Cost

Small Roadway Directional Information Kiosk

construction $350 construction $4,000

installation $250 installation $960

$600 each $4,960 each

Large Roadway Directional Park-Like

construction $1,300 construction $900

installation $700 installation $450

$2,000 each $1,350 each

Labor (depending on sign type) $300-$2000 each Permitting (depending on
location)

$50-$500 each
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Permitting
To place a sign along a state controlled route, an Encroachment Permit must be approved by the Montana Department of
Transportation (MDT) after a review. Signs located along state routes are marked above in the Sign Schedule as MDT ROW,
indicating they are in or near the right-of-way (ROW) and could require an Encroachment Permit. A permit may be issued for multiple
signs on the same MDT route. The permit will allow the installation at the locations and methods approved during the review. Sign
maintenance will also be required under this permit.

MDT Encroachment Permit information: https://mtleague.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/Standard-Encroachment-Requirements.pdf

Signs within the right-of-way of City or County roads must also get approval from the appropriate governing body. Additionally, signs
to be placed on school or private property must get approval from the corresponding landowner. These locations are marked in the
Sign Schedule above as City, County, or School.

The US Forest Service will also require coordination for updating signs. The Thompson Falls/Plains Ranger District of the Lolo
National Forest is the presiding entity over Forest Service signs throughout Thompson Falls. Signs that will require their coordination
are marked in the Sign Schedule as USFS.
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Funding
There are multiple potential sources of funding for the implementation of wayfinding signs. Below is a list of some available along with
tentative due dates. This list is not exhaustive and other possibilities may exist.

Source Name Amount Timeline Link

Montana Main Street
Program

Planning & Project
Grant

$50,000
(1:5 match)

Annually open in fall, funds
awarded about November

https://comdev.mt.gov/Programs-and-Boards
/Montana-Main-Street-Program/

Montana Main Street
Program

Impact Grant $50,000
(1:5 match)

Annually open in fall, funds
awarded about November

https://comdev.mt.gov/Programs-and-Boards
/Montana-Main-Street-Program/

Montana Office of
Tourism

Tourism Grant Program $20,000+
(1:2 match)

Annually open in fall, funds
awarded about November

https://brand.mt.gov/Programs/Office-Of-Tou
rism/Tourism-Grant-Program

Glacier Country
Tourism

Marketing Program $7,000
(1:1 match)

Annually open in July, until
funds used

https://glaciercountrytourism.submittable.co
m/submit

Glacier Country
Tourism

Destination
Stewardship

Negotiable Negotiable https://partners.glaciermt.com/destination-ste
wardship

Avista Economic and
Community Vitality

Negotiable Annually open in July, funds
awarded in October

https://www.avistafoundation.com/home/Pag
es/default.aspx.html

Avista Arts and Culture Negotiable Annually open in October,
funds awarded in December

https://www.avistafoundation.com/home/Pag
es/default.aspx.html

Northwestern Energy Charitable Giving -
Civic and Community

Negotiable Negotiable https://northwesternenergy.com/in-your-com
munity/charitable-programs#

USDA Rural Business
Development Grant

$500,000 Annually closes in February https://www.rd.usda.gov/programs-services/b
usiness-programs/rural-business-developme
nt-grants

USDA Community Facilities
Grant & Loan

Negotiable Year-round https://www.rd.usda.gov/programs-services/c
ommunity-facilities/community-facilities-direc
t-loan-grant-program
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Introduction 

In July of 2018, to build upon the 2015 Thompson Falls Master Plan, the WGM Group 
conducted the City of Thompson Falls Public Parks Inventory and Assessment Plan. The 
Inventory and Assessment Plan provided the City an analysis of the then current park facilities, 
amenities, maintenance requirements, and improvements that could be made to improve upon 
each park. From 2022-2023, with support from USDA- Rural Development’s Rural Business 
Development Grant, the City of Thompson Falls and Kaniksu Land Trust revisited the Inventory 
and Assessment Plan to update overall park condition and identify improvement projects that 
are needed for the parks in Thompson Falls. 
 
The City of Thompson Falls Downtown Park Development Plan provides an updated inventory 
and assessment of eleven (11) parks in Thompson Falls: Wild Goose Landing, Fort Thompson 
Park/Rose Garden, Railway Park, Ainsworth Park, Community Center/Dog Park, Swimming 
Pool Park, Softball/TBall Fields, Pickleball/Tennis Courts, Babe Ruth Baseball Field, Bighorn 
Park, and Grizzly Park. Overall, there are three (3) parks in Good condition, seven (7) parks in 
Fair condition, and one (1) park in Poor condition. Full explanations of the rankings can be 
found in the Inventory & Assessment section (pages 3 - 17). Improving and maintaining the 
overall condition of all of the parks in Thompson Falls is important to the community, as well as 
potential visitors. 
 
Any improvements and programming at the parks of Thompson Falls should reflect the 
community’s demographics, values, goals, and resources. In September 2022, the community 
was surveyed about the City of Thompson Falls’ parks and facilities. This community survey 
helps influence the needs and interests of each park to meet the quality of life standards the 
community envisions. The Kaniksu Land Trust Recreation and Outreach Coordinator for 
Thompson Falls conducted the survey. The Coordinator shared the survey link on several 
community Facebook pages, in her weekly newsletter, hung flyers around town, including in City 
Hall, the Post Office, and gas stations, and sent flyers home with every elementary and junior 
high student. The survey received 48 responses from the community of Thompson Falls.  
 
Some key background information and findings from the survey includes: 

● 81% of the respondents live in Thompson Falls full-time. 
● Nearly 40% of respondents have lived in Thompson Falls for more than 10 years. 
● 58% of respondents visit the parks/facilities with a child under the age of 13. 
● When asked, on a scale of 1 (being the lowest) and 5 (being the highest), how well the 

parks and facilities are meeting community needs, overall the rating was a 3.2.  
○ Open space areas and trails received the highest ratings. 
○ The athletic fields/courts and restrooms received the lowest ratings. 

In addition to the bullets above, the survey participants provided specific feedback surrounding 
each park/park facility and overall thoughts (32 responses) to support the City of Thompson 
Falls’ future planning. This feedback is integrated into each park inventory and assessment, and 
the full survey can be found in the Appendix (pages 27 - 52).  
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While the parks and facilities of Thompson Falls offer significant benefits to the quality of life for 
residents, they also hold the potential to attract visitors that will in turn support local businesses. 
In 2022, the Outdoor Recreation Roundtable reported that the outdoor recreation industry made 
$862 billion across the United States. In Montana, the industry made $5 billion. For Sanders 
County, the Institute for Tourism and Recreation Research (ITRR) reported that an estimated 
506,000 visitors came through in 2022, spending an average of 6.2 nights in the area, with 24% 
of visitors passing through for their vacations. In the City of Thompson Falls, ITRR reported an 
estimated 176,000 visitors came through in 2022, spending an average of 8.9 nights, with 49% 
of visitors specifically coming to the area for vacation, recreation opportunities, and/or pleasure. 
 
The City of Thompson Falls can increase its economic benefit by improving and/or enhancing its 
current parks and facilities to encourage visitors to stop. With 24% of visitors passing through, 
having clean, inviting, and accessible parks and facilities will increase the likelihood of visitors 
stopping to stretch their legs, slow down through downtown, and ultimately stop and spend 
money in the community.  
 
The Downtown Park Development Plan analyzes the current state of each park and facility 
compared to 2018, incorporates community feedback, and identifies potential projects. These 
projects are placed into a suggested action plan that the City of Thompson Falls can strive to 
implement and/or complete in the next five (5) years. Focusing on beautification efforts on the 
most visible and highly used parks along the downtown corridor (Wild Goose Landing, Rose 
Garden, Ainsworth), increasing ADA accessibility, and instilling high maintenance standards can 
lead to improved quality of life and opportunities for residents, as well as increased economic 
prosperity in Thompson Falls. 
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Inventory & Assessment 

The condition of the amenities at each facility was assessed between summer of 2022 and 
spring 2023. Similar to the 2018 assessment, three categories were used to determine the 
condition of each amenity: Good, Fair, and Poor. Amenities in Good condition have full 
functionality and are not in need of repairs. These amenities encourage use of the facility by 
residents and visitors alike. Amenities in Fair condition are mostly functional but need minor or 
moderate repairs. The facilities are still used by residents, but the condition of the amenities 
may slightly discourage use of the facility. Amenities in Poor condition are largely unusable and 
need major repairs. Residents are discouraged from using the park due to the condition of the 
amenities. Details of the three condition categories are included below. The following pages 
include inventory and assessment of each facility, as well as community feedback. 
 

Amenity Good Fair Poor 

ADA Accessibility 
 

Primary park features, 
walkways, parking lots, and 
handrails are ADA compliant 

Primary park features, 
walkways, parking lots, and 
handrails are generally ADA 
compliant but minor upgrades 
are needed 

• Significant portions of the park 
are not ADA compliant 
• Major upgrades are needed 

Ground Surface Free of trip hazards of other 
obstacles and are in good repair 

Uneven, cracked, or otherwise 
damaged in some places, but 
are still usable 

• Uneven, cracked, or otherwise 
damaged 
• Limited or no pedestrian paths 

Park Furniture Fully functional and in good 
repair 

Slightly damaged but generally 
usable 

Severely damaged and 
unusable 

Parking Areas Even, consistent surface with 
visible striping 

Damaged and worn, but usable • Potholes, large cracks, and 
other heavy damage. 
• Lack of visible striping 
prevents efficient use of parking 
lot 

Irrigation Systems • Applies water efficiently 
• All heads, valves, and 
controllers are in proper 
working order 
• Any leaks are minor and 
infrequent 

• Inefficient, parts of the park 
are either over- or under- 
watered 
• Some heads and valves may 
be damaged 
• System may have minor leaks 
• Controller is functional, but 
requires occasional repair 

• Very inefficient with large parts 
of the park either over- or 
under-watered 
• Overspray creates noticeable 
run-off 
• Heads and valves require 
frequent repair or replacement 
• There are many leaks 
• Controller is damaged, does 
not function, or is absent 

Drainage Functional and park is generally 
usable the day after 
rain 

• Creates muddy areas after a 
rain or after watering, 
but use is rarely affected 
• Erosion and/or flooding rarely 
cause damage to the park. 

• Poor and affects park use 
• Rain and irrigation create large 
muddy areas that limit use and 
damage surfaces 
• Erosion and/or flooding cause 
damage regularly 

Vegetation • Healthy and well maintained 
• Plantings are appropriate for 
the park’s location 

• Generally healthy, with some 
areas of dead or dying 
plants 
• Some plantings are not well 
matched to the park’s location 

• Overgrown, trampled, 
damaged, diseased, or 
otherwise unhealthy 
• Plantings are not appropriate 
for park’s location 
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Wild Goose Landing 
Wild Goose Landing is one of the most 
used parks in Thompson Falls. It is 
located on the east end of town, between 
Main Street and the Clark Fork River, 
offering boat access to the reservoir, 
picnic area, restroom, and open space to 
enjoy the views of the mountains. In 2018, 
Wild Goose Landing was given an overall 
Fair rating. Unfortunately, in the past five 
years, the park has been downgraded to an overall Poor rating. However, the boat ramp and 
bathroom improved from a Fair to Good rating, and the signage maintained its Good rating in 
the last five years.  
 
Year built: 1995 
Size: 2.6 acres 
Level of use: High 
Community Importance: 74% 
Community Satisfaction: 68% 
General condition: Poor 

Primary amenities: Boat ramp/dock; Restroom; Picnic tables; Lawn; Swimming   
Community Recommendations: 

● “Wild Goose landing is the face of Thompson Falls from those traveling from the east. It 
is outdated, rather unsightly and unsafe for swimmers, walkers and families fishing with 
young children.” 

● Establish a specific swimming area, plus more docks. [14 responses] 
● Keeping the restrooms open. [4 responses] 
● Improved parking. [3 responses] 
● Five (5) responses indicated keep as it is or the like.  

Potential Projects to Improve the Park:  

● Parking Lot 
○ Pavement improvements/repaving 
○ Striping for parking spots 
○ Add ADA accessible parking spots with signs, paint, and striping 

● Safety 
○ Separate the swimming and boating area with buoys 
○ Create a pedestrian path/boardwalk towards the east end of town 
○ Add safe fishing access sites along the path/boardwalk 

● ADA Accessibility 
○ Add ADA picnic table 
○ Create an accessible approach to the dock 

● General Beautification  
○ Add trash cans 
○ Add dog waste dispensers 
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○ Manage weeds in lawn and other open space areas 
● Other 

○ Add reservoir cleanup to Thompson Falls Beautification Days 
○ Improve the park to be a beautiful grand entrance to Thompson Falls, which 

includes improving water and pedestrian safety, improving the parking situation 
from the highway, and improving landscaping and signage. 
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Fort Thompson Park / Rose Garden 
Fort Thompson Park / Rose Garden is a popular park for families in Thompson Falls, as well as 
travelers passing through for a stretch break. It is located along Main Street. This park offers a 
playground, picnic tables, mature tree and rose landscape, and open lawn space. In 2018, Wild 
Goose Landing was given an overall Good rating, with irrigation being the largest need for the 
park. In the past five years, the park has been downgraded to an overall Fair rating. The 
irrigation has improved since 2018, but improvements to concrete surfaces are still needed, as 
well as adding ADA amenities, bathrooms, and drinking fountains. Signage can also be 
improved.  
 
Year built: 2011 
Size: 2 acres 
Level of use: High 
Community Importance: 72% 
Community Satisfaction: 70% 
General condition: Fair 
Primary amenities: Playground; Picnic tables; Lawn; Mature vegetation 
Community Recommendations: 

● “I would like to see a large sign/map/directional hub placed here so that visitors saw it 
easily and could access the directions of the hot spots of the area.” 

● “It is nice for children, but It is a waste of what could possibly be more parking space for 
local businesses, (historically, and presently a huge problem for our town). Perhaps it 
could be limited to the children’s climbing and picnic area and have a barrier to create 
added parking to the east, as it used to be used years ago. That is assuming the railroad 
would allow it.” 

● Increasing safety/fencing due to proximity to train tracks. [4 responses] 
● Adding a swingset for children. [4 responses] 
● Adding public facilities, such as benches, picnic tables, and restroom. [4 responses] 
● Ten (10) responses indicated that no improvements are needed or that the park is 

designed for younger children, not for kids 8 and up. 
Potential Projects to Improve the Park: 

● Parking Lot 
○ Pavement improvements/repaving 
○ Striping for parking spots 
○ Add ADA 

accessible 
parking spots with 
signs, paint, and 
striping 

○ Plow during the 
winter months 
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● Safety 
○ Add fencing along the roadway to improve children safety 
○ Extend the fencing along the railroad 
○ Add crosswalk to laundromat 
○ Replace playground mulch with rubber mat surface 

● ADA Accessibility 
○ Add all-abilities feature in the playground 

● Public Infrastructure 
○ Replace portable toilet 

● General Beautification  
○ Add more roses to the rose garden 

● Other 
○ Add a large wall along the railroad to provide a sound barrier that includes a 

climbing wall feature 
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Railway Park  
The Railway Park is a linear park along in downtown Thompson Falls, in between Main Street at 
the railroad. This park offers green open space to enjoy, as well as benches and a VFW 
monument honoring POW/MIA veterans. The overall Fair rating of 2018 is consistent with the 
overall rating this year (2023). ADA accessibility continues to be identified as a fair amenity. 
Improvements to the sidewalk and access to solar lighting would benefit the Railway Park. 
 
Year built: 2013 
Size: 3.6 acres 
Level of use: Low 
Community Importance: 52% 
Community Satisfaction: 67% 
General condition: Fair 

Primary amenities: VFW Monument; Benches; Lawn/Open Space; Landscaping 
Community Recommendations: 

● “Key word above is "use". Railway Park is most advantageous for its visual appeal from 
downtown. Except for walking by it, I'm not sure how one would "use" this park. I 
appreciate its landscaping (although a few more trees would be beneficial to block the 
noise and impact of the train).” 

● Appreciate the landscaping and visual appeal. [6 responses] 
● Many [8 responses] did not know that Railway Park was an actual park for public use. 

Potential Projects to Improve the Park: 
● Safety 

○ Add solar lighting for pedestrians 
● Public Infrastructure 

○ Fix sidewalk for all ability users, addressing large cracks, uneven concrete, curb 
cutouts, and adding infrastructure for the visually impaired. 

● Irrigation 
○ Add drip lines to street light poles to water flower baskets 

● General Beautification  
○ Trim overgrown vegetation blocking the sidewalk 
○ Add native/pollinator plants to replace grass section that is in need of 

maintenance 
● Other 

○ Maintain POW/MIA monument   
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Ainsworth Park 
Ainsworth Park was planned for construction when the initial parks inventory was conducted in 
2018. Construction was completed as planned in 2019, and the park currently receives a high 
level of use annually. Currently, Ainsworth Park offers an asphalt walking path, picnic pavilions, 
drinking fountain, bike fix-it station, and a veterans memorial. While it is currently in Good 
overall condition, Ainsworth Park would benefit from some small improvements, as well as 
expansion to meet community needs year-round, to be an outstanding park for the City of 
Thompson Falls. 
 
Year built: 2019 
Size: 3.6 acres 
Level of use: High 
Community Importance: 79% 
Community Satisfaction: 75% 
General condition: Good 

Primary amenities: Pavilion; Amphitheater; Restrooms; Bike Fix-It Station; Drinking Fountain; 
Veterans Memorial 
Community Recommendations: 

● “This is a beautiful entrance to the town, and is amazing!!!! I would like to see it remain 
open during the winter because many people who work downtown park and eat their 
lunch, etc. during lunch breaks. When it's shut down it is really missed!” 

● “In summer I watch countless travelers walk their dogs around the park path. I’m 
wondering how many pick up the dog excrement left on the grass. That appears to be 
the most use it gets.It’s a beautiful park. I hope in the future it is used creatively by the 
community and not just as a ‘rest stop’ for travelers and their dogs.” 

● Playground and/or skatepark. [8 responses] 
● Stage for music/theater opportunities. [3 responses] 

Potential Projects to Improve the Park: 
● Safety 

○ Add solar lighting around entire park for increased visibility 
● General Beautification  

○ Add more shade trees 
● Other 

○ Add ice skating option for the winter 
○ Add splash pad for the summer 
○ Add fenced playground behind picnic 

shelter 
○ Add Wi-Fi zones for free public access  
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Community Center / Dog Park 
The Community Center and Dog Park are located 
adjacent to the softball/t-ball fields in northwest 
Thompson Falls. Overall, this park has received a 
Good rating. The parking lot, which ties into the ball 
fields, and an outdoor restroom, are the most 
pressing update needs to this park. The 
lawn/vegetation is an additional upgrade that will 
positively affect the beautification of the facility.  
 
Year built: 1960 
Size: 1.4 acres 
Level of use: High 
Community Importance: 70% 
Community Satisfaction: 72% 
General condition: Good 

Primary amenities: Community Center; Open space for dogs 
Community Recommendations: 

● “We do use the dog park frequently & our dogs appreciate it! Please post signs asking 
folks to 1) scoop their dog poop 2) close the gates when leaving to keep the deer & 
THEIR poop out;)” 

● Many use the dog park, but not necessarily the community center. 
● Shade options in the summer. [3 responses] 
● Two (2) responses indicated having classes or events at the Community Center, while 

many others don’t know what happens there. 
Potential Projects to Improve the Park: 

● Parking Lot 
○ Pavement improvements/repaving 
○ Striping for parking spots 

● Public Infrastructure 
○ Place outhouse near dog park  
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Swimming Pool Park 
Swimming Pool Park receives a moderate amount of use from the community, especially during 
the warmer months. It is located outside of the community swimming pool, which is on X end of 
Thompson Falls. This park offers a playground, picnic tables and structure, and a nearby 
swimming pool. The overall Fair rating of 2018 is consistent with the overall rating this year 
(2023). ADA accessibility was identified as poor condition rating, which is still the current case. 
Prioritizing ADA accessibility for all, as well as addressing playground safety, will significantly 
improve the Swimming Pool Park’s visitor use and enjoyment.  
 
Year built: 2013 
Size: 1.6 acres 
Level of use: High 
Community Importance: 84% 
Community Satisfaction: 78% 
General condition: Fair 

Primary amenities: Playground; Picnic Tables; Picnic Area Structure; Swimming Pool 
Community Recommendations: 

● “We love the pool. I know it's a loss to the city, but it is so important for our community to 
have a safe place for kids to swim and learn how to swim.” 

● Longer season for the pool/heated/indoor pool. [9 responses] 
● Public Infrastructure, such as picnic tables, restrooms, garbages. [5 responses] 

Potential Projects to Improve the Park: 
● Parking Lot 

○ Paving 
○ Striping for parking spots 
○ Add ADA accessible parking spots with signs, paint, and striping (current spot not 

compliant) 
● Safety 

○ Replace playground gravel with rubber mat surface 
○ Add/move fencing along the road instead of near boulders 
○ Add solar lights throughout for increased visibility 

● ADA Accessibility 
○ Add an all-abilities playground feature 
○ Add ADA entrance to playground area 

● General Beautification  
○ Add trash cans 
○ Add dog waste dispensers 

● Other 
○ Add a bike repair station 
○ Add signage for pool and park  
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Softball / TBall Fields 
The Softball/TBall Fields are adjacent to the Community 
Center and Dog Park. Overall, the Softball/TBall fields 
are in Good condition. Minor changes and improvements 
will increase the functionality of the park for sport use, as 
well as addressing the parking lot to improve ADA 
accessibility. 
 
Year built: 2010 
Size: 5.2 acres 
Level of use: Moderate 
Community Importance: 76% 
Community Satisfaction: 74% 
General condition: Good 

Primary amenities: Softball field; Portable Restrooms; Concession Stand 
Community Recommendations: 

● “Move the rocks and just make bigger parking for tball field that way easier to get in and 
out, I’ve seen people hit those rocks multiple times. Also a sidewalk around the road 
would be nice so you don’t have to worry about kids being hit.” 

● “More fields and maintenance done by the city. Water & Cut the grass on a scheduled 
basis. Real dirt and without rocks. Line the fields.” 

● Many appreciate this community asset for kids to access sports in the summer months. 
[6 responses] 

● Bathroom improvements. [2 responses] 
Potential Projects to Improve the Park: 

● Parking Lot 
○ Paving 
○ Striping for parking spots 
○ Add ADA accessible parking spots with signs, paint, and striping 

● Public Infrastructure 
○ Use concession stands for concessions only 

● General Beautification 
○ Remove/manage weeds in infields  

● Other 
○ Update/repair scoreboards 
○ Add space for soccer fields  
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Pickleball / Tennis Courts 
Prior to 2022, the tennis courts were in major disrepair. With the formation of the Thompson 
Falls Pickleball Club in 2021, efforts have been made to improve the courts conditions and allow 
for better use of the facility. In September 2022, nearly half of the courts were resurfaced and 
painted for pickleball. The Club, in coordination with the City of Thompson Falls and the 
Thompson Falls School District, are continuing to improve the site to allow for diverse use. 
 
Year built: 2010 
Size: 5.2 acres 
Level of use: Moderate 
Community Importance: 62% 
Community Satisfaction: 76% 
General condition: Fair 

Primary amenities: Pickleball court, Tennis court, Basketball hoop, picnic tables 
Community Recommendations: 

● “They need to update a tennis court and the basketball hoop as well. It’d be nice to have 
tournaments here that would bring in business for locals. Pickle ball looks great!!” 

● Tennis court upgrades/improvement. [4 responses] 
● Eleven (11) respondents indicated that this is a great community asset, whether they 

use it or not, and/or no improvements need to be made. 
Potential Projects to Improve the Park:  

● ADA Accessibility 
○ Remove the bar in middle of gateway that is preventing mobility devices from 

accessing the park 
● Public Infrastructure 

○ Complete court resurfacing 
○ Replace tennis nets 
○ Replace tennis back wall 

● Irrigation 
○ Drainage pipe underneath 

the court needs replaced  
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Babe Ruth Baseball Field 
The Babe Ruth Baseball Field was under active 
construction during the initial parks inventory in 2018. 
It was completed in 2018, but the park currently 
receives a low level of use annually. Although it is still 
a relatively new park, it is currently in Fair overall 
condition. ADA accessibility, lawn/field maintenance, 
and parking are some of the biggest issues that the 
Babe Ruth Baseball Field needs addressed.  
 
Year built: 2018 
Size: 4.6 acres 
Level of use: Low 
Community Importance: 66% 
Community Satisfaction: 58% 
General condition: Fair 

Primary amenities: Baseball field with backstop/fencing; Lawn; Bleachers 
Community Recommendations: 

● “The field is not watered enough it has holes/and places where ground settled that is 
super dangerous for kids when running. More shade would be nice too” 

● Field maintenance and safety received the largest amount of feedback for this park. [9] 
Potential Projects to Improve the Park: 

● Parking Lot 
○ Striping for parking spots 
○ Add ADA accessible parking spots with signs, paint, and striping  

● Public Infrastructure 
○ Add restrooms 

● Irrigation 
○ Updating the irrigation system 
○ Laying topsoil 
○ Adding new sod 

● General Beautification  
○ Improve condition of grass field (currently in poor condition for sports) 
○ Add sport lighting  
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Bighorn Park 
Bighorn Park was dedicated to the City of 
Thompson Falls as part of the Ashley Creek 
Subdivision. The developer provided the 
land rather than paying cash-in-lieu for park 
facilities for the subdivision. Currently, the 
park provides open space for surrounding 
residents. There is the potential to develop 
Bighorn Park for the community based on 
interest and need. Suggested park 
development projects are below. 
 
Year built: Undeveloped park established in 
1982 
Size: 0.55 acres 
Level of use: Low 
Community Importance: 45% 
Community Satisfaction: 48% 
General condition: Fair 

Primary amenities: Open space 
Community Recommendations: 

● Majority of respondents were not aware that it was a park. 
● Soccer field was a suggestion made. [2 responses] 

Potential Projects to Improve the Park: Bighorn Park is still an open slate for the City to think 
about. Possible project would be creating a pocket park for the neighborhood with limited 
amenities, such as picnic tables.  
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Grizzly Park 
Similarly to Bighorn Park, Grizzly Park 
was dedicated to the City of 
Thompson Falls as part of the Ashley 
Creek Subdivision. The developer 
provided the land rather than paying 
cash-in-lieu for park facilities for the 
subdivision. Currently, the park 
provides open space for surrounding 
residents. There is the potential to 
develop Grizzly Park for the 
community based on interest and 
need. Suggested park development 
projects are below. 
 
Year built: Undeveloped park established in 1982 
Size: 2.5 acres 
Level of use: Low 
Community Importance: 45% 
Community Satisfaction: 48% 
General condition: Fair 

Primary amenities: Open space 
Community Recommendations: 

● Majority of respondents were not aware that it was a park. 
● Soccer field, playground, or skatepark were suggestions made. [7 responses] 

Potential Projects to Improve the Park: Grizzly Park is still an open slate for the City to think 
about, but with limited opportunity compared to Bighorn Park. A next step would be to survey 
residents for feedback on what they would like to see in this location in the future. 
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Operations & Maintenance 

The Thompson Falls Parks Department is operated within the Public Works Department. The 
Public Works Department has three full-time staff members that split their time between water, 
wastewater, streets, and parks needs. Some parks maintenance is contracted with private 
companies. This includes mowing for Railway Park, Wild Goose Landing, and Fort Thompson 
Playground/Rose Garden. Weed spraying is also contracted out. Restroom cleaning is done by 
a part-time temporary City employee. Additional maintenance support is provided by volunteers. 
In 2017, volunteers donated about 50 hours of their time to maintaining the local parks. 
 
Staff focus their efforts on Wild Goose Landing, the Fort Thompson/Rose Garden Park, and the 
Swimming Pool Park because of their level of use and visibility. The ball fields receive heavier 
use and need more maintenance early in the season with use diminishing over the summer. 
Currently, there is no software used for documentation of time and workload planning. Staff’s 
current workload would make it difficult to adopt a new software program. Maintenance and 
repairs are often prioritized based on events and complaints from residents. 
 
Staff has the following equipment for maintaining parks facilities: 

• Mowers 
• Backhoe 
• Dump truck 
• Weed eaters 

• Leaf blowers 
• Chainsaws 
• John Deere tractor mowers 

 
Staff is responsible for the following tasks:

●  Lawn mowing 
● Garbage removal 
● Litter pick up 
● Tree pruning 
● Shrub pruning 
● Herbicide spraying 
● Perennial bed maintenance 

● String trimming 
● Turf maintenance 
● Pest control 
● Irrigation system maintenance 
● Pathway hardscape cleaning 
● Vandalism restoration 
● Miscellaneous repairs
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Maintenance Task Table 

Month Tasks 

January •Garbages    

February •Garbages    

March •Garbages •Check picnic tables 
•Check playgrounds 

•Thatch fields 
•Prune trees/bushes 

•Pick up leaves 
•Rake up gravel from 
snow plowing 

April •Garbages 
•Bathrooms 

•Check picnic tables 
•Check playgrounds 

•Mow 
•Open bathrooms 

•Drag ball fields 
 

May •Garbages 
•Bathrooms 

•Check picnic tables 
•Check playgrounds 

•Mow & weedeat 
•Fertilize fields 
•Get pool ready 

•Blow off sidewalks & 
benches 
•Check sprinklers & 
repair 

June •Garbages 
•Bathrooms 

•Check picnic tables 
•Check playgrounds 

•Mow & weedeat 
•Spray fences for 
weeds 

•Irrigate 

July •Garbages 
•Bathrooms 

•Check picnic tables 
•Check playgrounds 

•Mow & weedeat 
•Extra weedeat on 
hills 
•Fertilize fields 

•Blow off sidewalks & 
benches 
•Irrigate 
•Push docks in 

August •Garbages 
•Bathrooms 

•Check picnic tables 
•Check playgrounds 

•Mow & weedeat 
•Spray sidewalks for 
weeds 
•Weed flower bed 

•Blow off sidewalks & 
benches 
•Irrigate 

September •Garbages 
•Bathrooms 

•Check picnic tables 
•Check playgrounds 

•Mow & weedeat •Irrigate 

October •Garbages 
•Bathrooms 

•Check picnic tables 
•Check playgrounds 

•Mow & weedeat 
•Close bathrooms 

•Blowout irrigation 
•Pickup leaves 

November  •Garbages    

December •Garbages    
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Parks Budget 
The Parks budget includes salaries, overtime, supplies, communication and transportation, 
utility services, repair/maintenance, other purchased improvements, and improvements other 
than buildings. Staff spend about 52 hours per week managing the parks. For seven months out 
of the year, the parks are mowed, weeded, irrigated, and have trees trims plus other 
maintenance (42 hours/week). For four months out of the year, staff maintain the pool, as well 
as hire lifeguards. Below is a summary of expenditures for Parks maintenance between 2019 
and 2024. On average, the City of Thompson Falls has an expenditures budget of $49,800 to 
maintain the city’s parks and facilities annually. Potential action items will need to be budgeted 
for, with annual maintenance being considered into updated annual budgets, if needed. 
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Visitor Information Center 

In addition to the existing parks and facilities available in the City of Thompson Falls, there is a 
need for a Visitor Information Center as well. The City and Sanders County have actively 
participated in multiple grants and workshops that have facilitated visioning processes for the 
future of this community, specifically the Downtown Master Plan (2015), Recreation Economy 
for Rural Communities (RERC) workshop (2020), and the USDA Rural Business Development 
Grant (RBDG) (2022-2023). A Visitor Information Center can promote Thompson Falls, as well 
as surrounding areas within Sanders County, encouraging visitors to stop over and visit, as well 
as increasing awareness within our own community. 
 
In December of 2022, a meeting was held with the community to do a visioning process for a 
potential visitor center. There were 3 community members in attendance, as well as partners 
from Sanders County, Sanders County Community Development, Chamber of Commerce, and 
Main Street Association, providing feedback, ideas, potential issues, and asking questions. 
Overall, the community would like to see a Visitor Information Center, but want to make sure 
there is adequate annual budgetary and staff support, the location is in the best spot, and that it 
balances community interests and needs, as well as tourists. Some key notes from the meeting 
include: 

● Ultimate goal would be a center that gets visitors to stop and spend money, provides 
information for locals, and that it is a place where information on where to go/what to do 
is consolidated. 

○ “Community Information Center” to convey local interest, as well as visitor 
interest. 

● Have public restrooms, a paid staff member on duty, and location along Main Street. 
● Three options arose for the center: 1) New building in the BNSF parking lot near Fort 

Thompson playground, 2) small manufactured building or shed on vacant Main Street 
lot, or 3) establishment in an existing vacant building.  

 

Concept Drawing from Thompson Falls Downtown Master Plan 
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Although this project may surpass the next five-years in action planning and implementation, it 
is still worth identifying the next steps that will bring this facility to reality for the community, 
visitors, and businesses alike. Actions to be taken to move the momentum of this project 
forward include: 

● Contacting BNSF about the use of the parking lot for a Visitor Center. 
● Gathering information on economic benefits of Visitor Centers for use in promotion of the 

project. 
● Creating a committee dedicated to seeing the Visitor Center completed.  

○ Community partners 
○ Downtown businesses 
○ Restaurants, hotels, and convenience store owners 
○ Community members interested in seeing the project happen 
○ Tourism partners 

● Investigating other potential locations in downtown. 
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Action Plan 

After inventory, assessment, and community feedback, the following tables outline priority 
projects that could be of focus, and achieved, within the next five years, as well as other 
projects that could be completed as time allows or if funding is available. Some projects will take 
additional planning or support, while others may be much simpler. Utilizing community partners 
will increase planning success, as well as resourcing grant funding sources. Ensuring the 
community sees prompt response to the needs of the City of Thompson Falls’ parks and 
facilities will not only improve quality of life, but also have a positive impact on the economic 
development of the business community.  

Project Priorities 

Park/Facility Project Partners 

Wild Goose Landing Pave parking lot and add striping for ADA 
accessibility. 
 
Fix or upgrade irrigation system. 
 
Create designated swim area away from boat 
launch. 
 
Design and create a pedestrian path to east 
end of town. 
 
Aesthetic improvements, such as inviting 
landscaping and signage. 
 
Add garbage receptacles & dog waste 
dispensers. 
 
Add ADA picnic tables. 

Northwestern Energy 

Fort Thompson / Rose 
Garden 

Add a crosswalk to the laundromat. 
 
Add more roses to the rose garden. 
 
Repair water fountain. 
 
Update picnic tables. 

 

Railway Park Develop a maintenance plan for the 
POW/MIA memorial. 
 
Fix sidewalk for all-user accessibility. 
 
Add solar lighting for pedestrians.  

MT Dept. of 
Transportation 

Ainsworth Park Year-long accessibility to the park and  
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bathrooms. 
 
Add solar lighting for pedestrians. 

Community Center / Dog 
Park 

Host community education programs/events 
in the evenings. 

 

Swimming Pool Park Pave parking lot and add striping for ADA 
accessibility. 
 
Add signage & wayfinding for and at the pool. 
 
Add a year-round bathroom.  
 
Add solar lights for dog walkers. 
 
Add garbage receptacles & dog waste 
dispensers. 
 
Add an all-abilities playground feature. 
 
Update playground entrance for ADA access. 

 

Softball / T-Ball Fields Manage weeds in the field annually. 
 
Update/repair scoreboards. 
 
Remove boulders. 

Thompson Falls 
School District 

Pickleball / Tennis Courts Remove the middle bar from the gateway for 
ADA accessibility.  

Thompson Falls 
Pickleball Club 

Babe Ruth Baseball Field Level field with new topsoil. 
 
Update irrigation system. 
 
Lay new sod. 
 
Develop a maintenance plan for consistent 
infield upkeep. 

Thompson Falls 
School District. 
 
Clark Fork Soccer 
Alliance. 

Bighorn Park Determine the City’s interest in the use of the 
space (green space, park development, use 
property). 
 
Add picnic tables for a community pocket 
park. 

 

Grizzly Park Determine the City’s interest in the use of the 
space (green space, park development, use 
property). 
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Other Projects  

Park/Facility Project Partners 

Wild Goose Landing Open the restrooms year-round. 
 
Add a barrier between the highway and the 
park. 
 
Add fishing access sites along path (if path is 
created). 
 
Create an accessible approach to the dock. 

Northwestern Energy 

Fort Thompson / Rose 
Garden 

Fix or upgrade irrigation system in the Rose 
Garden. 
 
Pave and add striping to parking area. 
 
Add boundary fence around park for safety 
from road and railroad. 
 
Add a rubber mat surface in the playground. 
 
Create features for wider age range use (ie. 
climbing wall). 

 

Railway Park Create a pollinator/native plant garden. 
 
Add drip lines for the flower baskets on power 
poles. 

 

Ainsworth Park Create a public wifi zone. 
 
Add shade trees. 
 
Interest in adding additional features: soccer 
field, playground, skatepark, splash pad, ice 
skating rink, covered stage. 

 

Community Center / Dog 
Park 

Add shade trees. 
 
Add a restroom at the dog park. 

Sanders County Dog 
Training Club 

Swimming Pool Park Add shade trees at the playground. 
 
Add a bike fix-it station. 
 
Add fencing in place of the boulders. 
 
Indoor pool for year-round use. 
 
Add a rubber mat surface at the playground. 
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Softball / T-Ball Fields Pave/resurface the parking lots with added 
striping for ADA accessibility. 

Thompson Falls 
School District 

Pickleball / Tennis Courts Resurfacing of courts. 
 
Fix drainage issues. 
 
Replace nets. 
 
Repair the tennis backboard. 

Thompson Falls 
School District 
 
Thompson Falls 
Pickleball Club 

Babe Ruth Baseball Field Add shade trees. 
 
Add lights for night games. 

Thompson Falls 
School District 
 
Clark Fork Soccer 
Alliance 

Bighorn Park Soccer field development. Clark Fork Soccer 
Alliance 

Grizzly Park Survey residents to determine their interest in 
the space. 
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Appendix 

Public Survey Results 
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Do you have any general comments or recommendations for City parks/facilities? [32 

responses] 

● So excited for the finish of the new Power Park facility, which looks amazing! I think we need 
larger signage on each end of town and a central direction hub in the Rose Garden, so 
people can find the Mule Pasture, Powerhouse Loop Trail, Historic High Bridge, etc...all the 
hot spots! 

● We need a sports complex like plains has we are in desperate need of soccer fields u 6 field 
needs to be 15\25 u 8 needs to be 15/25 u10 needs to be 35/55 u12 needs to be 45/70 u 
14$16 needs to be 50/100 u19 needs to be 50/100 I have more specific measurements if you 
need them 

● We need a playground at Ainsworth Field. Add swings to the Rose Garden Park. Bear proof 
trash can at the city pool park. 

● Need more restrooms that can be there all year long, there are portable ones but they are 
not always there. Also park in town across from ledger please add swings, years ago swings 
were in the plans when I donated money and still no swings yet. The large baseball field is 
really bad with weeds, and there are holes throughout field, it is scary for kids to have to run 
on that field someone will get hurt. Also they don’t water it all year making it unable to be in 
use and honestly it looks bad to the eye. All other parks look beautiful with how they are 
watered and taken care of. It would be nice to have a place for soccer complex but that is for 
future planning 

● I would love to see swings at rose garden park & maybe year around portapotty at pool park. 
I love the new bathrooms & water filling station at ainsworth. 

● More play ground stuff and bathrooms available 
● The new Power Park looks awesome! I can’t wait for it to be finished! 
● Wish the bathrooms were open longer in the season, i have seen a lot of men peeing on the 

side of the buildings 
● Signs. I keep getting lost in mule pasture. 
● I would love to see a skate park for the kids. There isn’t anywhere I know of that they can 

skateboard and use scooters in a safe area 
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● If it would be possible, a skate park for the children would be awesome (something like the 
one in plains) maybe an outside basketball court, a eater park, I could go on for a long time 
about what could be put in 

● Maybe in the future consider a summer recreation program for children (M-F or at least 2-3 
days/week with 1/2 day or full day camps and pre-planned recreational opportunities) 

● N/A 
● The bathrooms at Wild Goose Landing, unless they were improved in the last year, are a 

disgrace. Leaking water under walls from men’s to women’s. No doors on stalls. Dirty. This 
reflects upon our community when visitors use them. 

● I feel there are plenty of opportunities already, especially with Island Park and the USFS 
fitness trails considered. Walk my dog frequently and would welcome any additions to 
existing systems, 

● Need a playground area at Each park. Kids need play structures, not just open space. 
Restroom aress sre crucial. Picnic tables and covered areas are a draw for family activities. 

● Make them nonsmoking please. 
● While our community consists of many older and retired individuals, there are still many 

families and children who need safe and fun places to go with their families. 
● TFalls needs more city sports fields maintained by the city. (Baseball soccer softball etc) It 

would be awesome to have basketball courts and disc golf too. 
● Skate park/ place for teens to get out of the house 
● Get Mule Pasture going 
● Please consider resurfacing the tennis and basketball courts. There aren't any basketball 

hoops around, except by the highschool, and those two are desperate for attention; holes in 
the concrete, bent rims, not ideal for young kids trying to shoot and play a decent game. 

● Fence along highway at Rose Garden Park. Swimming area on right side of Wild Goose 
Landing. 

● I think it would be great if our town had a skate park , or something like it to give older kids 
something to do. I've noticed from traveling around montana that alot of other small towns in 
different counties have skate parks that always seem full of happy kids. Or a bigger 
playground made for kids 4th grade and up. The one we have downtown is small and for little 
kids. For kids 4th grade and up their isn't alot for them to do, except when the pools open. 

● Please continue to support the dog park. 
● Update the handicap portapotty at the david thompson park. 
● I think we need more. It is great to have our kids out but it would be nice to have more places 

to go. 
● Have restrooms open year round; ie Wild Goose Landing. Would love cross country ski trails! 
● My only concern is that the city needs to hav a new pool manager, without this happening 

there will be no returning lifeguards and possibly no potential lifeguards to work. 
● None , it's perfect here 
● More multi-use areas. 
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What changes or recommendations do you have for Wild Goose Landing?  [31 responses] 

● Wild Goose landing is the face of Thompson Falls from those traveling from the east. It is 
outdated, rather unsightly and unsafe for swimmers, walkers and families fishing with young 
children. 

● Establish a roped swimming area to keep boat ramp open. 
● Specific swimming area 
● Easier parking. A place that is roped off for swimming use so you don’t have to worry about 

boats, it’d be nice to have a dock to jump off for kids. 
● Bathrooms open. 
● More benches 
● More docks for swimming and boat dock 
● Restroom open 
● improved paving and parking 
● A covered picnic shelter 
● N/A 
● It is not kept up very well. (Weeds, dead trees along the reservoir). It needs better yard 

maintenance on the main grounds of the park. Weeds along the boat parking area. 
● Like it as is 
● Looks like a road side pull out and the restrooms are rarely open. 
● Lovely park, adds to entrance to town, used a lot for recreating. 
● Beach area for the kids and family 
● Have a separate, dedicated swimming area. Too many people swimming with motorized 

boats and kayakers using a small space at the same time. 
● Clean up the water. Dredge the lake and make a beach for swimming. Pick up all the debris. 
● Trail to go around the reservoir 
● Swimming area to the right of the dock 
● That the bathrooms are unlocked more 
● Separation of swimming area and boat launch 
● Fencing between q highway and the park, primarily for dog and child safety. 
● Swimming dock further from boating dock 
● none 
● Having some sort of separate swimming area away from the boat launch. 
● Move boat launch as you described & make swimming area cleaner, safer & more beach 

accessible. Keep restrooms open year round. 
● It would be nice to have more of a swimming area roped off 
● None, it's a nice little park 
● More inviting to kids. Crate some swimming opportunities, not just the dock 
● Better dock and parking 
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What changes or recommendations do you have for Fort Thompson/Rose Garden?  [26 

responses] 

● I would like to see a large sign/map/directional hub placed here so that visitors saw it easily 
and could access the directions of the hot spots of the area. 

● A zip line or swings or more picnic tables 
● Add swings!!!! 
● Please add swings and make fence for train longer. 
● Swings. More usable picnic tables. Tables are soooo far from benches. 
● Not for all children ages and limited age group. 
● Wish there were swings 
● Not bigger kid friendly park 
● restroom, paving, parking, public kiosk with info for out-of-town visitors. 
● None at the time 
● n/a 
● It is nice for children, but It is a waste of what could possibly be more parking space for local 

businesses, (historically, and presently a huge problem for our town). Perhaps it could be 
limited to the children’s climbing and picnic area and have a barrier to create added parking 
to the east, as it used to be used years ago. That is assuming the railroad would allow it. 

● none 
● A real restroom, more Tables or benches to sit. 
● Great play area for kids. Focus on safety and fun. 
● Safer enclosed area 
● As my children get older, we use this park less. 
● Different location/ bigger park 
● Fence along highway 
● It's set up for only small children and not much fun for kids 8yrs old and up 
● It collects drunks, vagrants, and drug users. Not safe 
● Maybe fenced in separately from the main road, added equipment. 
● None. Haven't been there yet. 
● It always looks very nice and clean 
● None, my child loves it 
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● A fence to keep kids out of the road and rail road tracks 
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What changes or recommendations do you have for Railway Park?  [21 responses] 

● It is beautiful, and the landscaping is kept up nicely! 
● I wasn’t aware that this space is a park and available for public use as an open space 
● Did not know it was a park , if it is a park , it’s to close to railway with no fence 
● None 
● It’s important because it’s so visible- so I may not sit or picnic in the park, but I definitely 

enjoy driving by, and seeing the green space and plantings, and that makes it VERY 
important 

● It doesn’t really look like a park. Maybe more places to sit and have some lunch? 
● Key word above is "use". Railway Park is most advantageous for its visual appeal from 

downtown. Except for walking by it, I'm not sure how one would "use" this park. I appreciate 
its landscaping (although a few more trees would be beneficial to block the noise and impact 
of the train). 

● Add a "train" theme mini park for little kids (under 10 years old) 
● I didn't even know this was a "park" or had a name of Railway Park. I thought it was just a 

lawn with the POW/MIA memorial near the sidewalk. 
● N/A 
● Again, this is a waste of possible parking space for the community. Attractive parking areas 

could be incorporated with lovely trees. Since the recent increase of population and more 
user friendly businesses downtown, it has become difficult to find parking on Main Street. 

● I need to visit this area more 
● Didn't notice it's called a park. Like that it is clean, well kept area in town. 
● POW/MIA monument not well maintained; have had problems with flags not positioned IAW 

protocol. 
● This is more of a memorial type setting to me. We don't use it much except during parades. 
● Didn't realize it was a park, I thought it was just grass to look at 
● There’s nothing there. Didn’t know it was an actual park till now. There’s nothing even there. 
● We enjoy the visual aspect it brings to the buffer between the railway & Main St. Anything 

that enhances that would be great! More small seating/garden oasis spots? 
● Always looks great 
● None, it's fine how it is 
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● Didn’t know it was there 
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What changes or recommendations do you have for Ainsworth Park?  [26 responses] 

● This is a beautiful entrance to the town, and is amazing!!!! I would like to see it remain open 
during the winter because many people who work downtown park and eat their lunch, etc. 
during lunch breaks. When it's shut down it is really missed! 

● Make it a ball field soccer field 
● Add a playground 
● More shade trees, it is a hot park 
● Add a playground and swings 
● Wish there was a play structure 
● Keep the walking path cleaner 
● Not many places to sit and I think this would be a great place for a small skate park. Maybe a 

play land for the kids too? 
● covered and powered stage for musical venues - picnic in the park on Tuesday evenings are 

a treasured memory of my youth. 
● No opinion at the time 
● N/A 
● In summer I watch countless travelers walk their dogs around the park path. I’m wondering 

how many pick up the dog excrement left on the grass. That appears to be the most use it 
gets.It’s a beautiful park. I hope in the future it is used creatively by the community and not 
just as a ‘rest stop’ for travelers and their dogs. 

● This place is perfect, a dog walker's heaven. Great maintenance by the city in '22 too! 
● Needs Playground area, shade trees, more designated walking paths, picnic tables. I don't 

see it being used for sports complex so make it a nice stop for travelers and residents. 
● Make it a nonsmoking area. 
● Skateboard area, kids park 
● Bring in Shakespeare in the Parks! 
● I think the green space should be made into sports fields. 
● Put a playground/skate park in the open space. Has great potential! 
● Add showers 
● Adding a basketball and tennis court 
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● I think it would be a great place to add a skatepark beings it already has bike repair area. I'd 
also recommend that the bathroom isn't locked all summer and the drinking fountain are 
turned on and not just open when their is events in park. 

● A stage or bleachers for music/theater 
● Newby response: went to the recent vendor fair & enjoyed the space. Look forward to 

attending &/or hosting concerts/theatre in the park:) 
● None, it's perfect the way it is 
● A perimeter fence 
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What changes or recommendations do you have for Community Center?  [21 responses] 

● I'm glad it's available for meetings, but that's the only time I go there. 
● We know nothing about it. Is it ever open? 
● I like having preschool there, my kids go and it’s a good location for that. It’d be nice for more 

trees for the dog park and maybe a restroom for dog park 
● It is dirty and musty smelling 
● I have never used it even been to this park but this also looks like a great place to have a 

small skate park 
● Haven't been there yet 
● N/A 
● none 
● Readable- directional Downtown signage to identify and direct to the community center. 
● Walk my dogs past it daily. Well used and well maintained. Needs shaded area for 

summertime use. 
● Mostly use when people are visiting. 
● Offer community education/ classes options 
● Sell it 
● I think it's fine for a small dog park and like that there is always toys out for puppies 
● Cutting down the trees means there is zero shade at the dog park. This is very 

uncomfortable 
● Restrooms at the dog park 
● Don’t know what even happens there at the community center. 
● None yet till I get inside. We do use the dog park frequently & our dogs appreciate it! Please 

post signs asking folks to 1) scoop their dog poop 2) close the gates when leaving to keep 
the deer & THEIR poop out;) 

● None 
● Update it. Hold events there 
● I only use the dog park 
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What changes or recommendations do you have for the Swimming Pool Park?   [27 

responses] 

● It would be nice to have the parking lot paved and more drought-resistant landscaping put in 
to make it more attractive. 

● We never know when the pool is open. 
● Bear proof trash can please! Add more play equipment. More climbing stuff. Extend the pool 

hours. 
● New manager ,, time to get a new person to run it and then the high school kids would want 

to work 
● Trees for the playground as those rocks and slides get super hot. Maybe a bathroom that 

can be used all year long. 
● Portapotty year around 
● More shaded area 
● Wish there was a way to close pool in for winter use, miss having a year round pool 
● Wish it was indoor to allow winter swimming 
● Heat the pool 
● Year round pool! 
● Haven't been there in some time, but very much enjoyed the chance to take my kids there. 
● Need to make it open longer during the day 
● N/A 
● none 
● Nice improvements made. Cannot believe it shiuld close in exchange for a sprinkler fountain 

park. Why can't there be both? 
● Wonderful community asset! 
● We love the pool. I know it's a loss to the city, but it is so important for our community to 

have a safe place for kids to swim and learn how to swim. 
● More swings 
● New pavilion 
● Longer hours so you can swim after work in the summer. 
● Longer season for the pool 
● More picnic tables, bathrooms, and garbages 
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● Haven't visited it yet. I dream of a pool that doesn't use chemicals:) 
● Need a new pool manager, she has been in this position way too long. Treats the lifeguards, 

parents and kids badly. A change has got to happen if the city wants to have good, 
responsible lifeguards returning year after year. If the city would make this change then I 
think that the city pool would improve a million percent. 

● None, we like the way it is 
● An indoor pool would be nice, heated and open year round 
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What changes or recommendations do you have for the Softball / T-ball Fields?  [16 

responses] 

● Better parking, get for of those dumb. If rocks 
● Move the rocks and just make bigger parking for tball field that way easier to get in and out, 

I’ve seen people hit those rocks multiple times. Also a sidewalk around the road would be 
nice so you don’t have to worry about kids being hit. 

● More bathrooms and hand washing areas and picnic tables 
● Maybe just a little up dad ate but otherwise these parks are great for the kids 
● More seating for spectators 
● N/A 
● none 
● Kids need sports and facilities to use. 
● Wonderful community assets. 
● We use primarily for soccer. Access to flush toilets would be nice. 
● More fields and maintenance done by the city. Water & Cut the grass on a scheduled basis. 

Real dirt and without rocks. Line the fields. 
● That during softball games the snack bar is open 
● Haven't used them yet, but appreciate the location near our home. 
● I wish there was another softball field that was as good as the one we have already. There 

are a lot of girls who play softball, our numbers grow each year. But it is hard to fit 
everyone’s practices in when there a lot of teams. 

● None 
● T ball field is never taken care of 
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What changes or recommendations do you have for the Pickle-ball / Tennis Courts?  [17 

responses] 

● So happy for this upgrade. I wish a couple of tennis courts could have been saved. 
● They need to update a tennis court and the basketball hoop as well. It’d be nice to have 

tournaments here that would bring in business for locals. Pickle ball looks great!! 
● Bathroom access 
● Tennis courts need a face lift 
● thank you for this terrific community improvement 
● None at the time 
● N/A 
● Once a tennis player but no longer. It was very important to me then. 
● Community needs these types of facilities 
● So many people use these courts and have such fun. Another wonderful community asset. 
● The pickleball courts are fantastic but something needs to be done with tennis courts to 

make a few playable courts. 
● Don't use but know many who do and love the courts! 
● Please consider resurfacing for basketball and tennis. Please replace the tennis nets and 

basketball hoops. 
● I haven't used them but I know alot of adults enjoy using them 
● Money put into pickle all courts, which is definitely an older, specific crowd. Other facilities 

are atrocious. This area feels very special interest driven 
● None yet---just went to first pickle-ball session recently & look forward to being a regular 

player. 
● None , it's fine 
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What changes or recommendations do you have for the Babe Ruth Baseball Field?  [20 

responses] 

● Make it a better soccer field/baseball field 
● Take better care of the field , there are way to many holes in it and no one can use it 

because of the danger of the holes 
● The field is not watered enough it has holes/and places where ground settled that is super 

dangerous for kids when running. More shade would be nice too 
● Bathrooms 
● Never used 
● Spectator seating, marked parking area, play area for smaller children 
● Wow! This is a space that could really be useful for baseball, soccer and other outdoor 

activities/sports. BUT...the grass is terrible (weeds)! Maybe prioritize this space??? 
● N/A 
● none 
● A nice area, capable of many community uses. 
● Make it nonsmoking area. 
● Better care of the fields, make it look a little more professional and inviting 
● We use this park primarily for soccer. Would love to see the field made flatter (less 

bumps/clumps in the ground) and lights for night play. 
● We use the field for soccer and it needs to be consistently maintained by the city. (Watered, 

grass cut, lines painted, rocks removed etc) 
● Finish it 
● It would be nice if this facility was finished. it has been under development for the last 6 

years and not a single baseball game has been played here. Maybe we should just turn it 
into a soccer field, since that is the only thing played there. 

● Haven't used/attended yet 
● There was a lot of talk and promises of what it was going to be and it seems to never really 

happened. 
● None 
● Horrible! Get it watered and taken care of. Waste of money at this point 
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What changes or recommendations do you have for Bighorn Park?  [23 responses] 

● I don't know where it is! 
● Never been 
● Make it a soccer field/baseball 
● Didn’t know it was a public space and available for use 
● It’s a park ,, had no idea , why is there a park between 2 houses. 
● Didn’t know we had a park there I just use mule pasture all the time, and love mule pasture 

exactly how it is 
● Didn’t know it was a park 
● There really isn’t anything there to draw me in I guess 
● Turn it into a kids park with swings, slides, monkey bars etc 
● I had no idea that this was a park. Never heard of it. 
● N/A 
● Open space is good. How many parks do we need? 
● Was not aware this area was available to public. Better signing? 
● Make a community park, for local residents. 
● Need safe soccerfields 
● Didn't even know this was a park. 
● Didn't know there was a park there 
● Didn’t know this is public space; always feels like an extension of the surrounding yards. Not 

open and inviting 
● Never heard of it. 
● I didn't even know know this was a park. 
● Again had no idea it was a park till now. There’s nothing there. 
● Never been there 
● Didn’t know it was there 
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What changes or recommendations do you have for Grizzly Park? [25 responses] 

● I don't know where this is! 
● Never been 
● Soccer field 
● Didn’t know it was available for public use 
● This is a park , what kind of park is in a a residential area and just have bare grass .. 
● Didn’t know about this section of the park 
● More hiking trails around town would be great. In general, the town is definitely on the run-

down looking side, which is unfortunate. All areas need sprucing up. 
● Didn’t know it was a park 
● Don’t know where it is and this again looks to be a great spot for a skate park..? 
● Turn It into a park geared towards older children (10-18) skate park, basket ball court etc 
● Never heard of it. Didn't know it existed. 
● N/A 
● Aren’t there enough paeks. Just keep open space. 
● Again, was unaware this space was public/available 
● Create a soccer complex. Or develop for local residents. Parks are an important part of a 

community. 
● Need safe soccerfields 
● Didn't know this was a park 
● Didn’t know this was a park. Make it something useful for kids. (Ex: turn it into a dirt track for 

bicycles for kids) 
● Didn't know there was a park there, might be a good place to build a skate park, or big 

playground or ice arena that could be used for roller skating in the summer 
● Not adequately designated as public space, feels private 
● Never heard of it. 
● Again, I had no idea this existed. 
● Again had no idea it was a park till now. There’s really nothing there. 
● Never been there 
● Didn’t know it was there 
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Visitor Center Visioning– December 16, 2022  

 
Agenda 

December 16, 2022 11:00am 
Clark Fork Professional Building - Conference Room 

Zoom link: 
https://us05web.zoom.us/j/88432761378?pwd=WnVuZXEyMStMaWFTQWg2b0dDOURnUT09 

1. Introductions 

2. Project background 

a. Downtown Master Plan 

b. Recreation Economy for Rural Communities (RERC) 

c. USDA Rural Business Development Grant (RBDG) 

3. Project objectives 

a. Design and recommendations for a visitor kiosk or hub 

b. Action plan for implementing the recommendations, including: resource 

inventory for identified projects, timeline for applications and action items, and a 

list of participating partners with letters of commitment 

4. Potential grants 

a. Glacier Country Tourism 

b. MT Main Street 

c. Tourism Grant 

5. Potential locations 

a. Existing sites 

b. New construction 

6. Potential designs 

a. Building, shed, kiosk, etc 

7. Next steps 

a. Report of recommendations 

b. Community meeting 

https://us05web.zoom.us/j/88432761378?pwd=WnVuZXEyMStMaWFTQWg2b0dDOURnUT09
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Presentation to City Council– April 10, 2023  
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Introduction
The community engagement process played a crucial role in several projects aimed at
enhancing recreation and community amenities in Thompson Falls. Stakeholder coordination,
community surveys, public meetings, and volunteer coordination were used to engage the
community in the Mule Pasture Recreation Plan, Online Interactive Recreation Map project,
Wayfinding Sign Plan, and Downtown Park Development Plan.

The projects within the Thompson Falls Recreation Infrastructure Plan were successful due to
the number of partnerships that were ongoing and formed during the process. Stakeholders
such as Sanders County, Kaniksu Land Trust (KLT), Sanders County Community Development
(SCCD), United States Forest Service (USFS), Thompson Falls Chamber of Commerce,
Thompson Falls Main Street Association, Thompson Falls Community Trails (TFCT), City of
Thompson Falls, and Heart of the Rockies Initiative (HRI) have been integral to these projects
since the inception. Additional partnerships have also been established with Project ASCENT,
MSU Extension, Eastern Sanders Collaborative, Thompson Falls Public Library, Limberlost
Brewing Company, and Friends of Scotchmans Peak Wilderness. These partners and
stakeholders were involved in the projects in various ways.

Moving forward, the projects will focus on implementing the action plans, maintaining the parks
and facilities, and exploring further opportunities for community engagement and enhancement.
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Community Engagement Work Plan

Purpose and Scope
The purpose of this Community Engagement Work Plan is to actively involve community
residents and organizations in discussions about community needs and opportunities in
recreation and community development. The primary objectives include fostering increased
collaboration among community groups, gathering input from residents and stakeholders,
conducting stakeholder meetings, and raising community awareness of existing recreation
opportunities. The target audience is residents of Sanders County, with a particular focus on
Thompson Falls, as well as community organizations involved in recreation or community
development, local businesses, City and County officials, and other interested partner
organizations. The engagement process aims to address the shared goal of enhancing and
utilizing recreation opportunities to boost the local economy while considering the concerns of
residents regarding the impacts of increased tourism. By involving diverse stakeholders, the
work plan ensures that recreation projects moving forward reflect the best interests of the entire
community.

To achieve these objectives, a variety of engagement methods were employed, including public
meetings, stakeholder meetings, public surveys conducted both online and in-person, email
newsletters, social media platforms, and community events. These methods were selected for
their effectiveness in reaching a wide range of community members, facilitating information
gathering, and disseminating important updates to the public. The primary engagement
activities were conducted between April 2022 and June 2023, with specific timelines for each
project component along with regular monthly stakeholder meetings and ongoing coordination
and outreach as necessary to collaborate with partners and communicate with the public.

The communication plan entails managing a contact list through Google Sheets, which includes
the information of organizations and individuals that participated. A master list was created, with
separate sections for each project. An email newsletter was sent using Constant Contact to
individuals who wish to receive it, providing updates on ongoing projects, recreation activities,
community events, and other essential community information. Social media platforms,
particularly Kaniksu Land Trust's Facebook page, is utilized to inform the public about
engagement activities and share newsletter information within the Sanders County community
groups. Direct outreach efforts were also employed, including one-on-one meetings, Zoom
meetings, phone calls, or attending board meetings, to establish relationships and facilitate
open communication with various community groups. Additionally, press releases were sent to
the Sanders County Ledger to provide project updates and inform the community about
opportunities for engagement.

The community engagement work plan generates actionable recommendations from
stakeholders and residents, fostering enhanced collaboration within the community, improving
project outcomes, increasing public awareness of available opportunities, and encouraging
greater stakeholder and community involvement in the future. Surveys and meetings provided
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actionable recommendations and plans for projects, guided by a clear community vision. The
engagement process facilitated collaboration among numerous community groups with aligned
goals but historically limited communication. The success of projects outlined in the Thompson
Falls Recreation Infrastructure Plan hinges on the active involvement of stakeholders and the
meaningful participation of residents who have a vested interest in shaping their community.
Furthermore, the work plan aims to address the lack of awareness regarding recreation and
community engagement opportunities in Sanders County, striving to improve the availability of
such information. By raising awareness and encouraging participation, the plan seeks to
maximize the impact of activities and projects by mobilizing a broader base of volunteers and
stakeholders who can contribute to the community's overall well-being.

Goals and Objectives
The community engagement work plan aims to achieve several goals and objectives to
effectively engage with residents, organizations, and stakeholders in Thompson Falls and
Sanders County for the Recreation Infrastructure Plan. The first goal is to foster increased
collaboration and partnerships among community groups, local businesses, City and County
officials, and interested organizations involved in recreation and community development. This
will be achieved by facilitating regular meetings, workshops, and forums to encourage
communication, knowledge-sharing, and coordination. The objective is to identify opportunities
for joint projects, resource sharing, and leveraging of expertise to maximize the impact of
community initiatives.

The second goal is to gather comprehensive input and feedback from the residents of Sanders
County, community organizations, and stakeholders regarding community needs, opportunities,
and priorities in recreation and community development. To accomplish this, public surveys
(online and in-person) will be conducted to capture the opinions, preferences, and suggestions
of residents. Stakeholder meetings and focus groups will provide targeted opportunities for
direct engagement and in-depth discussions on specific topics. The objective is to incorporate
community input into decision-making processes and project planning to ensure alignment with
the needs and aspirations of the community.

Enhancing community awareness is the third goal, which involves promoting an understanding
of the available recreation opportunities, development plans, and initiatives in Thompson Falls
and Sanders County. This will be achieved through various communication channels such as
email newsletters, social media platforms, and community events. The objective is to raise
awareness about the economic benefits of recreation and community development and
encourage participation in engagement activities.

The fourth goal is to ensure inclusive and balanced decision-making processes that consider
the perspectives, interests, and concerns of diverse stakeholders. The target audience includes
residents of Sanders County, community organizations involved in recreation and community
development, local businesses, City and County officials, and other interested partner
organizations. The objective is to strive for equitable representation and active involvement of
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underrepresented groups, creating a safe and respectful environment for open dialogue and
constructive discussions.

The final goal is to generate actionable recommendations and plans through stakeholder and
community engagement, leading to tangible outcomes and improved project implementation.
This will involve synthesizing input and feedback from stakeholders and residents to develop
actionable recommendations and plans that address identified needs and opportunities. The
objective is to incorporate stakeholder insights and community preferences into the design,
development, and implementation of the targeted projects, ensuring alignment with the
community's vision for recreation and community development.

By focusing on these goals and objectives, the community engagement work plan will create
meaningful opportunities for collaboration, gather valuable input, raise community awareness,
foster inclusive decision-making, and ultimately result in actionable recommendations and plans
for the targeted projects.

Stakeholder Analysis
The Community Engagement Work Plan recognizes the importance of engaging various
stakeholders who have a vested interest in the success of the projects. Key stakeholders
identified include Sanders County, Kaniksu Land Trust (KLT), Sanders County Community
Development (SCCD), United States Forest Service (USFS), Thompson Falls Chamber of
Commerce, Thompson Falls Main Street Association, Thompson Falls Community Trails
(TFCT), City of Thompson Falls, MT Access Project (MTAP), and Heart of the Rockies Initiative
(HRI). Additionally, partnerships have been established with Mountain Mamas, Project ASCENT,
MSU Extension, Eastern Sanders Collaborative, Thompson Falls Public Library, Limberlost
Brewing Company, Sanders County Ledger, Cube Iron Cataract Coalition (CICC), Kootenai
Forest Stakeholders Coalition (KFSC), Friends of Scotchmans Peak Wilderness (FSPW),
Glacier Country Tourism, MT Fish Wildlife & Parks (FWP), Building Bridges, and Sanders
County Park Board.

The stakeholders can be categorized into several groups, including government entities such as
Sanders County, City of Thompson Falls, and Sanders County Park Board; local nonprofit
organizations including KLT, SCCD, TF Chamber, TF Main Street, TFCT, Project ASCENT, MSU
Extension, ES Collaborative, CICC, KFSC, FSPW, and the Library; businesses such as
Limberlost, Building Bridges, and the Ledger; larger support organizations like USFS, HRI,
MTAP, Glacier Tourism, MT FWP, and Mountain Mamas; as well as community residents and
students of Thompson Falls.

To effectively engage with stakeholders, various strategies and activities will be implemented.
Community residents will be invited to participate through public meetings, surveys (both online
and in-person), newsletters, social media platforms, community events, and press releases.
Students of Thompson Falls will be engaged through in-person and online surveys conducted in
schools. Government stakeholders will be engaged through one-on-one engagements and
email communication, considering their busy schedules. Local nonprofit organizations will be
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involved in stakeholder meetings, one-on-one meetings, and public meetings to foster
communication and collaboration. Businesses will be engaged through one-on-one
communication and their involvement in community events and public meetings. Larger support
organizations, spread geographically, will be engaged through email and Zoom communication,
as well as invitations to stakeholder and public meetings.

Additionally, specific engagement strategies have been identified for each project to ensure
meaningful stakeholder involvement. These include engaging stakeholders such as SCCD,
TFCT, CICC, FSPW, MSU Extension, ES Collaborative, USFS, and community residents in the
Online Interactive Recreation Map project. For the Mule Pasture Recreation Plan, stakeholders
such as SCCD, USFS, Project ASCENT, community residents, students, the Library, and HRI
will be engaged. The Wayfinding Sign Plan will involve stakeholders such as SCCD, HRI,
Limberlost, the Library, City of Thompson Falls, TF Chamber, TF Main Street, and community
residents. Lastly, the Downtown Park Development Plan will engage stakeholders such as HRI,
City of Thompson Falls, Chamber of Commerce, and community residents. Kaniksu Land Trust,
project manager, and Sanders County, USDA RBDG grantee, will also be involved in each
project with the various stakeholders.

Efforts will also be made to encourage collaboration and partnerships among stakeholder
groups. Strategically scheduled meetings and email communication channels will be established
to facilitate synergy and knowledge-sharing. Collaboration is expected between organizations
such as the TF Chamber, TF Main Street, City of Thompson Falls, SCCD, and Sanders County,
who are all working on community development. Similarly, collaboration among organizations
focusing on outdoor recreation, including TFCT, CICC, FSPW, Project ASCENT, ES
Collaborative, KFSC, USFS, MT FWP, MSU Extension, MTAP, Mountain Mamas, and Glacier
Tourism, will be encouraged. Effective communication and collaboration among these groups
will ensure project completion, access to funding, and information sharing.

To manage stakeholder expectations, clear and ongoing communication will be maintained with
all stakeholders. Diverse perspectives will be valued and all input, whether positive, negative, or
otherwise, will be considered in the decision-making process. Conflicts between stakeholders
will be addressed calmly and respectfully, ensuring that all stakeholders feel their opinions
matter. Open lines of communication will be established through email, stakeholder meetings,
and project updates to keep stakeholders informed and engaged. Feedback will be actively
sought throughout the process to ensure continuous improvement and project success. The
commitment to incorporating stakeholder input into project outcomes will be emphasized, as no
community project can be completed without community stakeholder involvement.

To evaluate the effectiveness of engagement efforts, informal methods such as conversations
via phone, email, or in-person will be conducted with individual stakeholders to gather feedback
and identify areas for improvement. Regular communication and feedback will ensure
stakeholder engagement is maintained and effective throughout the projects.
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Engagement Methods and Activities
The community engagement work plan includes a range of methods and activities to effectively
engage the community and stakeholders throughout the projects. These methods and activities
are designed to facilitate information sharing, promote collaboration, gather input, and enhance
community awareness. The key engagement methods and activities are as follows:

● Public meetings: Public meetings will be held to gather community residents and
stakeholders, share project information, and foster broad discussions. These meetings
will be an opportunity to disseminate information to the general public and increase
community awareness. The target audience is community residents, but the participation
of stakeholders and businesses will also be helpful. Public meetings will be scheduled
throughout the timeline, particularly at the beginning of projects to engage the public. To
ensure successful meetings, a suitable venue will be identified, and considerations such
as providing refreshments and help from stakeholders organizing/facilitating the
meetings will be taken into account. The meetings will be promoted through various
channels, including social media, email newsletters, printed fliers, individual invitations,
and community calendars. Stakeholders will be invited and encouraged to participate,
and visual presentation materials will be prepared. Information will also be made
available in printed format to accommodate diverse preferences. The continued support
and engagement of community stakeholders into the future will be crucial for the success
of these public meetings.

● Newsletter: A regular newsletter in a visually appealing format is created and distributed
via email. The newsletter serves as a comprehensive resource, gathering important
information about recreation opportunities, community events, and ongoing projects in
one place. The objective is to increase community awareness by providing a centralized
location for updates and engagement. The target audience for the newsletter is
community residents and stakeholders. Newsletters have been sent out every week,
starting in April 2022, typically on every Wednesday. Constant Contact will continue to
be utilized to create and distribute the newsletter to email subscribers. Each newsletter
will feature new content except for the resource guide. Promotion of the newsletter will
be done through the Kaniksu Land Trust website, social media platforms, community
events, and public/stakeholder meetings.

● Social media: Social media platforms, specifically Kaniksu Land Trust's Facebook page,
will be used as a means of promotion and communication for the engagement activities.
The target audience is the general public. Each new engagement activity will be
promoted through social media, ensuring wider reach and visibility. The posts on the
Facebook page can be shared within the Sanders County community groups, further
expanding the dissemination of information and engagement opportunities.

● Community events: Information about the projects and recreation opportunities will be
shared at various community events. These events provide an excellent opportunity to
enhance community awareness. The target audience for these activities is the general
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public, and the involvement of stakeholders is particularly helpful as community events
are often organized by community organizations. The dissemination of materials and
information will vary based on the event, but having printed materials on hand will be
useful. Promotion of these community events will follow a similar approach to public
meetings, utilizing various channels such as social media, email newsletters, and
collaboration with the coordinating organizations.

● Stakeholder meetings: Stakeholder meetings will be conducted on a regular basis, either
as attendance at existing board meetings or by convening stakeholders in specific
meetings. These meetings can also involve one-on-one conversations as needed. The
objectives of stakeholder meetings are to ensure inclusive and balanced
decision-making processes, consider diverse perspectives, foster increased
collaboration and partnerships among community groups, and promote stakeholder
engagement. The target audience for stakeholder meetings includes community groups,
nonprofits, businesses, and government personnel. These meetings will be scheduled at
least monthly with various organizations, supplemented by frequent email
communication. Building a comprehensive stakeholder contact list will be essential, and
word of mouth recommendations will be valuable in identifying additional stakeholders.
Communication and promotion of stakeholder meetings will primarily be conducted
through email, ensuring all relevant stakeholders are informed and invited. Regular
feedback will be sought and shared during these meetings, establishing an iterative
engagement process.

● Surveys: Surveys will be conducted to gather quantitative data on specific projects and
community needs. The objective is to gather input that influences balanced
decision-making and generates actionable recommendations. The target audience for
surveys includes residents, students, and stakeholders, aiming for a diverse range of
opinions. Surveys are offered in multiple formats, including paper, online, and in-person,
with assistance available to ensure everyone has the opportunity to participate. Surveys
will be conducted for the Mule Pasture Recreation Plan and Downtown Park
Development Plan, while a more informal survey will be conducted for the Online
Interactive Recreation Map project. For the Mule Pasture and Downtown Park surveys,
Bang the Table and Google Forms are options for gathering survey data and generating
data summaries and reports. The Online Map project will involve the use of a Google
Sheet to organize information from stakeholders and highlight key components. Surveys
will be promoted through press releases, social media, email communications, project
websites, and newsletters. Survey results will be released to the public following
summarization and analysis through press releases and public presentations.

The engagement methods and activities outlined above form a comprehensive approach to
engage the community and stakeholders throughout the projects. Each method and activity is
tailored to reach the target audience effectively, foster collaboration, and ensure broad
participation. By utilizing a combination of public meetings, newsletters, social media,
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community events, stakeholder meetings, and surveys, the community engagement process will
be inclusive, transparent, and responsive to the needs and interests of diverse participants.

Communication and Outreach
To effectively engage the community and stakeholders, a variety of communication channels will
be utilized. Kaniksu Land Trust (KLT) will send out a regular email newsletter using Constant
Contact, providing updates on project information, engagement activities, recreation
opportunities, and community events. Community members can subscribe to the newsletter
through KLT's website, in person, or through email. Additionally, KLT will maintain an active
presence on Facebook, sharing relevant content on their page and disseminating it to
community groups with high visibility and engagement. Press releases will be written and
submitted to the local newspaper, the Sanders County Ledger, to inform the public about the
project's progress. Eye-catching fliers and posters will also be strategically placed in community
bulletin boards and high-traffic areas to promote engagement activities, public meetings, and
community events.

To enhance engagement efforts, several partnerships and collaborations will be established.
Sanders County Community Development (SCCD) will play a crucial role in community
engagement and facilitation. They will provide guidance in organizing public meetings, act as a
bridge between stakeholders, offer technology and equipment for community surveys, and
provide valuable assistance. Heart of the Rockies Initiative (HRI) will also be a valuable partner,
leveraging their extensive network to share expertise in community meeting organization and
information dissemination. MSU Extension, with their long-standing involvement in community
events, will facilitate participation and provide opportunities for community engagement. Project
ASCENT, specializing in youth education and recreation, will ensure that the voices and
perspectives of the youth are included in engagement activities.

Through these partnerships and collaborations, the community engagement efforts will benefit
from shared resources, expertise, and outreach networks. The involvement of SCCD, HRI, MSU
Extension, and Project ASCENT will help reach a wider audience, foster community
participation, and ensure that diverse perspectives are included in the decision-making process.
The various communication channels, along with the support of these organizations, will
effectively disseminate information, promote engagement activities, and encourage active
involvement from community members and stakeholders.

Sustainability and Follow-up
Throughout the community engagement process, documentation will be maintained, capturing
the key activities, outcomes, and community input. Regular progress reports will be shared with
stakeholders and the broader community. These reports will provide updates on the
implementation of recommendations, project milestones, and community impact. The Sanders
County Ledger will be utilized to disseminate project information to ensure transparency and
accountability.
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Feedback from participants and stakeholders will be actively sought throughout the engagement
process. Surveys, focus groups, and interviews will be conducted to gather input and evaluate
the effectiveness of the community engagement efforts. The findings from these feedback
mechanisms will be analyzed and used to identify areas of improvement and inform future
decision-making processes.

The input and recommendations gathered from the community will be compiled and translated
into actionable steps. These recommendations will be incorporated into decision-making
processes and project implementation plans. Clear responsibilities and timelines will be
assigned to ensure the execution of these recommendations. Progress on the implementation of
recommendations will be regularly communicated to stakeholders and the community, fostering
a sense of ownership and demonstrating the impact of community input.

Capacity building initiatives will be developed to empower community members and
stakeholders to continue engaging in decision-making processes beyond the current
engagement efforts. Educational resources will be offered to enhance their understanding of
relevant issues and processes. By equipping community members with the necessary
knowledge and skills, their active participation in future projects will be fostered, leading to
increased sustainability and local ownership.

Continued collaboration and partnerships with organizations, agencies, and community groups
will be nurtured. The relationships established during the engagement process will be
maintained and strengthened, ensuring ongoing involvement and participation in
decision-making processes. Regular meetings and communication channels will be established
to facilitate information sharing, exchange of ideas, and joint planning for future initiatives.

A sustained communication plan will be implemented to keep the community informed about
ongoing projects, opportunities for involvement, and updates on the implementation of
recommendations. Newsletters, social media updates, and other communication platforms will
be utilized to maintain an open and transparent dialogue with the community. Regular
engagement activities, such as public meetings and events, will be organized to provide
platforms for ongoing community input and collaboration.

Through these sustainability and follow-up measures, the community engagement work plan
seeks to establish a lasting impact, empower community members, foster collaboration, and
create an environment where community voices are valued and integrated into decision-making
processes.
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RERC Public Launch
The Recreation Economy for Rural Communities (RERC) workshop took place in Thompson
Falls in October 2020. The resulting Community Action Plan aims to boost the local economy by
promoting outdoor recreation in Sanders County. Through collaborations with various
stakeholders, including government agencies, community organizations, and KLT, the workshop
identified three main areas of focus: enhancing access to outdoor recreation, improving
connective infrastructure, and raising awareness of recreation opportunities.

To address the first area of focus, KLT developed an online interactive recreation map to provide
information on local trails, campgrounds, boat ramps, and fishing access points. The goal is to
make these recreational opportunities more accessible to the community. Wayfinding signage is
another aspect of the project to enhance navigation and promote local attractions. The second
focus area involves improving connective infrastructure by enhancing pedestrian and cyclist
safety along Main Street, creating physical connections between trails and the high school, and
establishing an information hub and community space.

The project also emphasizes the importance of raising awareness and engaging the community.
This includes identifying potential partners, resources, and opportunities for collaboration, as
well as developing a destination marketing strategy for Thompson Falls. By working on these
various aspects of the recreation and information infrastructure, the local economy will benefit
from increased livability and tourism.

Kaniksu Land Trust (KLT) held a community meeting at Limberlost Brewery in June 2022 to
share with the community the findingings and progress of the Recreation Economy for Rural
Communities (RERC) project. Approximately 20 community members attended the event, which
aimed to share information and gather feedback on enhancing outdoor recreation opportunities
in Sanders County. During the meeting, key speakers, including KLT's executive director Katie
Cox and Recreation & Outreach Coordinator Kayla Mosher, discussed the project's objectives
and presented the identified areas of focus.

During the meeting, attendees had the opportunity to provide feedback and ask questions about
the ongoing projects. Discussions covered topics such as the future development of the Mule
Pasture area and the involvement of local youth in outdoor recreation and stewardship activities.
The meeting aimed to ensure that community members' voices and perspectives are included in
the decision-making process.

Participants were, on the whole, excited about the future prospects for Thompson Falls, and
enjoyed brainstorming ideas for additional improvements. Ideas such as winter activities, indoor
recreation facilities, enhanced biking opportunities, and amenities at parks were freely offered
up by community members. Additional sources for information were also shared to assist with
ongoing projects. Sign-up sheets were made available at the meeting for individuals to express
interest in involvement with projects such as the Mule Pasture Recreation Plan, Wayfinding Sign
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Plan, and Downtown Park Development Plan and to receive information through the KLT
newsletter.

A press release published in the Sanders County Ledger about the event, also encouraged
community members to stay informed and involved in the project by subscribing to KLT's email
newsletter and following their social media channels. The event demonstrated KLT's
commitment to engaging the community and creating partnerships to enhance recreational
opportunities, boost the local economy, and preserve the natural beauty of Sanders County.
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Thompson Falls Recreation Infrastructure Plan
Several community engagement projects that aim to enhance recreational opportunities and
amenities in the area were used within the Thompson Falls Recreation Infrastructure Plan. The
Downtown Park Development Plan involved a community survey, physical assessment, and
stakeholder meeting to gather valuable insights and perspectives for future planning. The Online
Interactive Recreation Map project engaged community partners and stakeholders to create a
comprehensive resource showcasing trails, water access points, and other recreation sites. The
Wayfinding Sign Plan focused on collaboration with various organizations to develop a clear
direction for the development of wayfinding strategies in Thompson Falls. Lastly, the Mule
Pasture Recreation Plan involved coordination with stakeholders and community surveys to
gather feedback on desired recreational enhancements. The input and feedback from residents,
stakeholders, and students will guide the planning and development processes, ensuring that
the projects align with community priorities, preserve the natural environment, and create
inclusive recreational spaces for Thompson Falls and its visitors.

Downtown Park Development Plan
In the Downtown Park Development Plan, a community survey, physical assessment, and
stakeholder meeting provided valuable insights and perspectives that will guide future planning
and development in Thompson Falls.

A community survey was conducted from September to November 2022 using Google Forms.
Flyers promoting the survey were placed on community bulletin boards at various locations,
including the Clark Fork Professional Building, City Hall, Thompson Falls Post Office, Feed &
Fuel, and Thompson Falls Elementary School. Additionally, flyers were distributed to each
elementary and junior high school student in Thompson Falls, providing instructions on how to
participate. The survey aimed to gather community input on the City of Thompson Falls' parks
and facilities to align with the envisioned quality of life standards. The survey was managed by
the Kaniksu Land Trust Recreation & Outreach Coordinator, who shared the survey link on
community Facebook pages and through a weekly newsletter. The survey remained open until
responses were no longer received. The final total ended at 48 responses.

Key findings from the survey indicated that 81% of the respondents live in Thompson Falls
full-time, and nearly 40% have been residents for over 10 years. Among the respondents, 58%
visit the parks and facilities with a child under the age of 13. On a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being
the lowest and 5 being the highest, the overall rating for how well the parks and facilities meet
community needs was 3.2. Open space areas and trails received the highest ratings, while the
athletic fields/courts and restrooms received the lowest ratings. In addition to the ratings, survey
participants provided specific feedback on each park and shared their overall thoughts,
contributing to the City of Thompson Falls' future planning. An example of participant feedback
on the parks includes, “Need more restrooms that can be there all year long, there are portable
ones but they are not always there. Also park in town across from ledger please add swings,
years ago swings were in the plans when I donated money and still no swings yet. The large
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baseball field is really bad with weeds, and there are holes throughout field, it is scary for kids to
have to run on that field someone will get hurt. Also they don’t water it all year making it unable
to be in use and honestly it looks bad to the eye. All other parks look beautiful with how they are
watered and taken care of. It would be nice to have a place for soccer complex but that is for
future planning.”

To assess the physical conditions of the parks in Thompson Falls, a collaborative effort was
undertaken. Stakeholders, including the Kaniksu Land Trust's Recreation & Outreach
Coordinator, Thompson Falls Chamber of Commerce President, City Council Recreation and
Public Properties Committee Chair, and Sanders County Planner, came together to analyze the
current conditions and recommend improvements. Their responses were compiled in printed
assessment forms, which were included in the Downtown Park Development Plan.

Furthermore, a stakeholder meeting was held in December 2022 to discuss the visioning of a
visitor information center in Thompson Falls. Participants from various organizations, including
KLT, Thompson Falls Chamber of Commerce, SCCD, Thompson Falls Main Street, MSU
Extension, Sanders County, City of Thompson Falls, and local business owners, convened in
person and via Zoom to collectively brainstorm the project. Ideas were generated, and next
steps were identified to establish a visitor center in the community.

The feedback received from residents, stakeholders, and participants involved in these
engagement activities will contribute to enhancing the parks and facilities, addressing
community needs, and realizing the envisioned quality of life standards. The collaboration and
input gathered throughout these initiatives will serve as a foundation for ongoing efforts to create
a thriving and inclusive recreational environment in Thompson Falls, fostering community
well-being and attracting visitors to experience the city's natural assets.

Online Interactive Recreation Map
The Online Interactive Recreation Map project involved community partners, public meetings,
and online input options to create a comprehensive resource showcasing trails, water access
points, and other recreation sites.

Engaging various individuals and organizations such as Kaniksu Land Trust (KLT), Sanders
County Community Development (SCCD), Thompson Falls Community Trails (TFCT), Cube
Iron Cataract Coalition (CICC), Friends of Scotchmans Peak Wilderness (FSPW), MSU
Extension, and Eastern Sanders Collaborative ensured that a comprehensive list of desired
locations and attractions was compiled. The information gathered from stakeholders was
effectively organized using a spreadsheet, which allowed for the identification and highlighting of
priority areas on the map. This ensured that key points of interest and recreational resources
received appropriate visibility. The gathered information was consolidated in a Google Sheets
spreadsheet, with desired recreation sites entered by stakeholders and priority sites from both
the stakeholder list and the U.S. Forest Service trail lists highlighted. The selected priority sites
were then incorporated into the online map, while a separate spreadsheet was used to
document website data associated with these sites. This collaborative effort and involvement of
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stakeholders ensured that the online recreation map accurately represented the community's
diverse recreational resources and met the needs of residents and visitors alike.

The selected recreation sites included a variation of locations throughout Sanders County. This
encompassed city parks, county parks, boat ramps, fishing access sites, the local pool, schools,
U.S. Forest Service trails, Thompson Falls community trails, museums, fire lookouts,
campgrounds, and state land. Links to partner organizations with recreation information, such
as FSPW and CICC, were also identified as useful for inclusion with the map.

In the process of creating the online recreation map for Sanders County, extensive collaboration
with community partners and stakeholders played a pivotal role. The input and feedback from
the community was vital in shaping the map's content and focus, accurately reflecting the
diverse and significant recreational offerings of Thompson Falls and its surrounding areas.

Wayfinding Sign Plan
Throughout the Wayfinding Sign Plan process, several key partners played a critical role in the
success of the project. These partners included the City of Thompson Falls, Heart of the
Rockies Initiative (HRI), Limberlost Brewing Company, Thompson Falls Chamber of Commerce,
Thompson Falls Community Trails (TFCT), Thompson Falls Main Street Association, Thompson
Falls Public Library, Sanders County, Sanders County Community Development (SCCD), and
Sanders County MSU Extension.

The community engagement process consisted of three phases: Assess, Explore, and Apply. In
the Assess phase, the project team and community members analyzed the City of Thompson
Falls' branding efforts and existing community plans, allowing for the development of new
design concepts that aligned with the community's culture and identity. During the Explore
phase, public meetings and online input were used to gather insights and identify the
community's priorities and significant destinations, which were documented and integrated into
a digital map. In the Apply phase, design concepts for wayfinding signs were created based on
public input, ensuring seamless integration with the community's identity, and cost estimates
and funding sources for sign production and installation were determined. These phases
facilitated a collaborative process that incorporated community input and resulted in a clear
direction for the development of wayfinding strategies in Thompson Falls.

The public meetings were held at various locations and times to accommodate different
schedules community members may have. The locations included the Thompson Falls Public
Library, Limberlost Brewery, and Clark Fork Professional Building. Meetings were also held on
different days of the week, with each location having a morning, noon, or evening meeting.
Online input was also accepted using Bang the Table on engagemissionwest.com, but none
was provided. The public meetings in total yielded 13 participants.

Project partners were also invited to participate in a tour of Thompson Falls following the public
meeting at the Clark Fork Professional Building. This tour’s purpose was to audit the town for
existing signs and potential locations for new signs. To collect the data, a route was mapped
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using AllTrails and waypoints were placed at needed or existing sign locations. KLT’s Recreation
& Outreach Coordinator facilitated the meetings and the tour, with only one stakeholder joining
the audit.

The engagement of community partners, stakeholders, and the public throughout the process
ensured that the project aligned with the community's priorities and reflected their unique
identity. The collaboration between various organizations and the active participation of
community members contributed to the successful development of design concepts and the
establishment of a clear wayfinding strategy for Thompson Falls. Mapping of amenities and sign
locations were made possible through the efforts of these participants, and can be seen in the
Wayfinding Sign Plan.

Mule Pasture Recreation Plan
The Mule Pasture Recreation Plan involved coordination with various stakeholders, including
the United States Forest Service (USFS), Kaniksu Land Trust (KLT), Sanders County
Community Development (SCCD), Thompson Falls Community Trails (TFCT), and Project
ASCENT. Discussions were held to explore different development options for "The Orchard"
property, gathering community input through community surveys.

A public survey was conducted as part of the Mule Pasture Recreation Plan to gather feedback
from residents regarding desired recreational enhancements. The survey was made available
online using Bang the Table through engagemissionwest.com, with assistance from SCCD. The
survey link was shared via emails, newsletters, and flyers displayed at high-traffic locations in
Thompson Falls. Paper versions of the survey were also provided at the Senior Center and
Public Library for those without internet access. Efforts were also made to engage neighboring
landowners and address their concerns by including a place to indicate their address in the
survey. Special flyers were created to draw their attention, and SCCD assisted with outreach by
contacting and delivering surveys to these nearby properties. A total of 169 people responded to
the survey between July 1 and August 1, 2022, identifying hiking trails, biking trails, cross
country skiing trails, covered pavilions, and outdoor learning facilities as their top priorities for
recreation development. The survey responses also highlighted concerns about wildlife impacts,
the preservation of the area's natural character, the need for planned maintenance, potential
impacts on nearby neighbors, and the preservation of existing trails in the Mule Pasture. An
example of community input provided in the survey is “Thompson Falls area welcomes new
opportunities, as mentioned above, with open arms. Our kids, our families need a place to hang
out, have fun & adventure to get them out of their houses from playing video games or screen
time. Please consider greatly, the above options, with by following through!❤” The survey
results provide valuable insights for the planning process and inform the development of the
Mule Pasture Recreation Plan.

A student survey was conducted at Thompson Falls Junior High and Thompson Falls High
School to gather opinions and preferences of students regarding recreational amenities and
improvements at the Mule Pasture. The survey was facilitated by SCCD and Project ASCENT.
Students participated in the survey within their classrooms using a Miro survey, with assistance
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from the project partners or their respective teachers. Flyers containing QR codes to the online
survey were also posted around the schools to gather input from students who missed
participating in the classroom, or were more comfortable with an online format. A total of 168
students participated in the survey, and the most popular potential improvements identified by
the students were bike trails, a playground, hiking trails, outdoor learning facilities, and a disc
golf course. The insights gathered from the student survey contribute to the planning process for
recreational enhancements at the Mule Pasture.

The survey results influenced the decision to prioritize hiking trails, biking trails, a picnic pavilion,
outdoor education opportunities, and cross-country skiing as desired activities at the Orchard.
The Mule Pasture Recreation Plan aims to continue to develop the Orchard area while ensuring
community input, preserving the natural environment, and engaging various stakeholders in the
process.

Next Steps
The projects started in the Thompson Falls Recreation Infrastructure Plan will continue to
involve ongoing collaboration with various stakeholders, including organizations such as
Kaniksu Land Trust (KLT), Sanders County Community Development (SCCD), Thompson Falls
Chamber of Commerce, Thompson Falls Community Trails, Thompson Falls Main Street
Association, Thompson Falls Public Library, Sanders County, Sanders County MSU Extension,
and more. These stakeholders will continue to play a crucial role in the planning and
implementation of projects in the community.

Communication and outreach efforts will be essential to continue to keep the community
informed and engaged. This may involve regular updates through newsletters, social media
platforms, public meetings, and other communication channels. It will also be important to
continue gathering feedback and input from the community, ensuring their voices are heard and
considered in the decision-making process.

A collaborative group of community stakeholders and volunteers are forming to assist the
design, implementation, and maintenance of development at the Orchard. This group consists
of sub-committees focused on specific aspects such as biking, trails, outdoor education, and
general maintenance. Email communication and group meetings will be held to foster
engagement and implementation.

By following these steps, the projects will continue to foster community engagement and
collaboration, ensuring that the recreational enhancements meet the needs and desires of the
community while preserving the natural environment and creating sustainable and inclusive
spaces for all residents and visitors.
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